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Alle Gestalten sind ähnlich und keine gleichet der andern;
Und so deutet das Chor auf ein geheimes Gesetz...
Goethe, Die Metamorphose der Pflanzen
Abstract
For a complex reductive Lie group G with Lie algebra g, Cartan subalgebra h Ă g
and Weyl group W , we describe the category of perverse sheaves on W zh smooth
w.r.t the natural stratification. The answer is given in terms of mixed Bruhat sheaves,
which are certain mixed sheaf-cosheaf data on cells of a natural cell decomposition of
W zh. Using the parabolic Bruhat decomposition, we relate mixed Bruhat sheaves with
properties of various procedures of parabolic induction and restriction that connect
different Levi subgroups in G.
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0 Introduction
A. For a complex reductive Lie algebra g, the quotient W zh of the Cartan subalgebra
by the Weyl group is isomorphic to an affine space and carries a natural stratification Sp0q.
For example, for g “ gln we get the space of monic polynomials fpxq “ x
n`a1x
n´1`¨ ¨ ¨`an
and Sp0q is given by the singularities of the discriminantal hypersurface ∆pfq “ 0.
The first goal of this paper is to give an elementary (quiver-type) description of PervpW zhq,
the category of perverse sheaves on W zh smooth with respect to Sp0q. Our main result, The-
orem 2.6, identifies PervpW zhq, with the category of objects of mixed functoriality related
to a natural cell decomposition tUmumPΞ of W zh refining S
p0q, objects which we call mixed
Bruhat sheaves. A mixed Bruhat sheaf E consists of vector spaces Epmq, one for each cell
Um and behaves like a cellular sheaf with respect to one part of cell inclusions Um Ą Un and
like a cellular cosheaf with respect to another part, see Definition 2.1.
This mixed nature harmonizes well with the self-dual, intermediate position of perverse
sheaves themselves, half-way between the abelian categories of sheaves and of cosheaves
(understood as objects of the derived category which are Verdier dual to sheaves). At the
more geometric level, this corresponds to the position of intersection homology as half-way
between cohomology and homology.
The indexing set Ξ for our cell decomposition (and for mixed Bruhat sheaves) is the
2-sided Coxeter complex of Petersen [41]. For g “ gln this is the set of contingency matrices
of content n known in statistics [17, 35].
B. Our second and wider goal is to relate PervpW zhq to a classical subject of represen-
tation theory which well predates perverse sheaves: the “algebra of parabolic induction”. By
this we mean the entire package of results related to principal series (parabolically induced)
representations of reductive groups (in all contexts: finite field, real, p-adic, adelic, automor-
phic), their intertwiners, Eisenstein series, constant terms of automorphic forms and other
procedures which pass from one Levi subgroup to another.
The rules of this “algebra” are familiar to all practitioners of representation theory (it
underlies the philosophy of cusp forms of Gelfand and Harish-Chandra), but it was somehow
considered sui generis, its interpretation in terms of something else being not clear or not
looked for. For groups GLn, one can interpret parts of the structure in terms of braided
Hopf algebras (via the concept of the Hall algebra) [31, 37] and braided monoidal categories
[30, 42]. For a more general reductive group G with Lie algebra g, this is not possible.
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Our observation is that perverse sheaves (and their categorical analogs, perverse schobers
[32]) on W zh provide a conceptual encoding of this peculiar algebra, giving it a name, so to
say. We illustrate this on two simplest examples in §7 and sketch some other examples in
§8. A germ of this connection can be seen in the fact that the principal series intertwiners
form a representation of the braid group Brg “ pi1pW zh
regq and so give a local system on the
generic stratum W zhreg ĂW zh. The examples we consider indicate that the correspondence
between the two theories should hold in many different contexts.
Using GLn as a point of departure, our approach can be seen as importing, into the
general theory of representations and automorphic forms, the new 2-dimensional point of
view on Hopf algebras coming from their relation to E2-algebras (J. Lurie).
C. The reason for the relation between PervpW zhq and parabolic induction comes from
the elementary but remarkable matching between elements m P Ξ, i.e., cells of Um Ă W zh
and Bruhat orbits, i.e., G-orbits Om Ă FI ˆ FJ in the pairwise products of all possible flag
varieties for G. This matching is just the parabolic Bruhat decomposition; the remarkable
fact is that some topological relations among the cells Um have, as their counterparts, algebro-
geometric relations among the orbits Om. For example, the property for a cell inclusion
Um Ą Un to be anodyne (i.e., such that both cells lie in the same stratum of Sp0q) corresponds
to the property that the projection of orbits pm,n : Om Ñ On has fibers isomorphic to an
affine space and so, for example, gives an isomorphism in the category of Voevodsky motives
[5].
The data appearing in the theory of parabolic induction, are usually labelled by the
standard Levis, i.e., by subsets I Ă ∆sim of simple roots. This gives a bicube, i.e., a diagram
of 2|∆sim| vector spaces or categories related by maps or functors back and forth for I Ă J
(e.g., induction/restriction, Eisenstein series/constant term), see §2C. In §7-8 we extend some
of these bicube diagrams to depend on arbitrary m P Ξ, i.e., on an arbitrary Bruhat orbit
Om. Informally, such a larger diagram has the parabolic intertwiners already “pre-installed”,
since among the orbits we find the correspondences used to define the intertwiners.
D. The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 1 we recall the 2-sided Cox-
eter complex Ξ and introduce the cell decomposition of W zh into cells Um labelled by Ξ.
The definition (and thus the whole approach of the paper) involves separating the real and
imaginary parts of a point of h “ hR‘ ihR. Thus, for g “ gln, a given cell inW zh “ Sym
npCq
consists of polynomials whose zeroes follow a given pattern of coincidences among their real
and imaginary parts, given by a contingency matrix.
In Section 2 we define mixed Bruhat sheaves and formulate the main result, Theorem
2.6. We also explain the relation of mixed Bruhat sheaves with bicubes and work out the
examples of sl2 and sl3.
Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.6. The proof is based on the
techniques of Cousin complexes, used in different forms in [33, 34, 36]. They are certain
explicit complexes of sheaves whose terms are constructible with respect to an intermediate
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real stratification (in fact, also a cell decomposition) Sp1q of W zh whose strata we call Fox-
Neuwirth-Fuchs cells. As in the classical cell decompositions of configuration spaces [22, 23],
the definition of these cells involves making a preference of the real parts over the imaginary
parts. At the same time, these complexes represent (i.e., are isomorphic to) perverse sheaves
from PervpW zhq, so their cohomology sheaves are Sp0q-constructible. Our proof of this
cohomological Sp0q-constructibility is based on the remarkable property
Sp1q _ τSp1q “ Sp0q.
Here τSp1q is a stratification similar to Sp1q but with the roles of the real and imaginary parts
interchanged, and the statement means that Sp0q is the smallest stratification of which both
Sp1q and τSp1q are refinements.
In Section 5 and 6, we discuss the geometry of the Bruhat orbits Om and its relation to
the properties of the corresponding labels m which can themselves be viewed as W -orbits
in products of two quotients of W . In particular, we establish the “A1-equivalence” property
(Proposition 6.1) of the orbit projection corresponding to an anodyne inclusion m ě n.
In Section 7 we consider the simplest example of a motivic Bruhat sheaf coming from
Bruhat orbits: the collection of appropriate spaces of functions on Fq-points. We also work
out an even easier “F1-version”, when we consider functions on the sets (W -orbits) m them-
selves. The resulting perverse sheaves are then identified in terms of representations of the
Hecke algebras and symmetric groups.
The concluding Section 8 sketches some further constructions in the same spirit which
we plan to develop in subsequent papers. In particular, we discuss a natural categorical
generalization of mixed Bruhat sheaves.
Finally, the Appendix collects notations and conventions related to constructible sheaves
and stratifications that are used in the main body of the paper.
E. It would be interesting to understand the relation between PervpW zhq and parabolic
induction in a more direct, intrinsic way.
Geometrically, parabolic subgroups in G corresponds to various ways of approaching the
infinity either in G itself, or in the arithmetic quotients G{Γ. So one can think of realizing
the cell decomposition tUmu of W zh as some combinatorial complex describing regions at
infinity in G or in a related space. The closest picture of this kind that we know, involves
the wonderful compatification G Ą G, see [16, 6]. This is a smooth projective GˆG-variety
with G ˆ G-orbits XI labelled by I Ă ∆sim. For G of adjoint type, XI fibers over FI ˆ FI
with fiber being the adjoint quotient of the corresponding Levi. So considering the action of
the diagonal G Ă GˆG on G (which extends the action of G on itself by conjugation) does
lead to the appearance of Bruhat orbits but only in the FI ˆFI instead of arbitrary FI ˆFJ .
In a somewhat different direction, it seems interesting to understand the relation of the
cell decomposition tUmu with the characteristic map
χ : g ÝÑW zh.
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In particular, the topology of the regions χ´1pUmq Ă g, for example (in the case of a semisim-
ple g), the way they approach the nilpotent cone N “ χ´1p0q, seems worth studying.
F. Our latest interest in these questions was triggered by discussions with R. Bezrukavnikov.
We would also like to thank A. Beilinson and M. Finkelberg for useful correspondence. The
research of M.K. was supported by the World Premier International Research Center Initia-
tive (WPI Initiative), MEXT, Japan.
1 The 2-sided Coxeter complex as a cell decomposition
of W zh.
A. Notation. We consider the classical situation, denoting:
g Ą b Ą h: a split reductive Lie algebra over C, its chosen Borel and Cartan subalgebras.
It is standard that these data are in fact defined over Z. In particular, we have the real
vector space hR, the real part of h.
h˚
R
Ą ∆ Ą ∆` Ą ∆sim: the space of real weights, with the subsets of all roots (weights of
g), positive roots (weights of b) and simple roots.
W : the Weyl group acting on h. For α P ∆ we denote by sα P W the corresponding
reflection.
H “
 
hα
R
“ pαKqR, α P ∆
`
(
: the arrangement of root hyperplanes in hR.
HC “ th
α “ αKu: the complexified arrangement in h.
C: the Coxeter complex, i.e., the decomposition of hR into faces of H, see [33] §2A. We
think of C as both a geometric decomposition of hR and as a poset pC,ďq of faces ordered
by inclusion of closures.
C` P C: the dominant Weyl chamber given by the conditions α ą 0 for all α P ∆`. It
is an open simplicial cone with faces C`I , I Ă ∆sim given by the conditions α “ 0 for α P I
and α ą 0 for α P ∆simzI. By C
`
we denote the closure of C`, i.e., the union of all the C`I .
The W -action on C induces an identificationğ
IĂ∆sim
W {WI
»
ÝÑ C, wWI ÞÑ wpC
`
I q.
We will use notations c,d etc. for cosets wWI and Ac, Ad etc for the corresponding faces,
i.e., elements of C.
p : h ÝÑ W zh: the canonical projection of h to its quotient by W . By Chevalley’s
theorem, W zh is an algebraic variety isomorphic to an affine space. Like h itself, W zh is in
fact defined over Z.
K “ W zhR. This is a closed curvilinear cone in the real affine space pW zhqpRq, so that
p : C
`
Ñ K is a homeomorphism. We denote KI “ ppC
`
I q Ă K, I Ă ∆sim, the faces of K.
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S
p0q
H
: the stratification of h into generic parts of the flats of H, see [33] §2D. This stratifi-
cation is W -invariant and so induces a complex stratification of W zh which we denote Sp0q.
Thus each stratum of Sp0q is the image of the generic part of a flat of H.
B. The two-sided Coxeter complex. We further denote:
Ξ “ W zpC ˆ Cq: the two-sided Coxeter complex of Petersen [41]. We consider it as a
poset, with the order on Ξ induced by the product order on C ˆ C. Thus
Ξ “
ğ
I,JĂ∆sim
ΞpI, Jq, ΞpI, Jq :“ W zppW {WIq ˆW {WJqq.
The sets ΞpI, Jq are connected by the horizontal and vertical contraction maps
(1.1)
ϕ1pI1,I2|Jq : ΞpI1, Jq ÝÑ ΞpI2, Jq, I1 Ă I2,
ϕ2pI|J1,J2q : ΞpI, J1q ÝÑ ΞpI, J2q, J1 Ă J2.
They are induced by the natural projections W {WI1 Ñ W {WI2 and W {WJ1 Ñ W {WJ2
respectively. The two types of maps commute with each other: for I1 Ă I2 and J1 Ă J2 the
diagram below commutes:
(1.2) ΞpI1, J1q
ϕ1
pI1,I2|J1q //
ϕ2
pI1|J1,J2q

ΞpI2, J1q
ϕ2
I2|J1,J2q

ΞpI1, J2q
ϕ1
pI1,I2|J2q
// ΞpI2, J2q.
Indeed, this diagram is obtained, by taking quotients by W , from the W -equivariant com-
mutative square
(1.3) pW {WI1q ˆ pW {WJ1q
pi2

pi1 // pW {WI2q ˆ pW {WJ1q
pi2

pW {WI1q ˆ pW {WJ2
pi1 // pW {WI2q ˆ pW {WJ2q.
A typical element of ΞpI, Jq will be denoted m “ W pc,dq, where c P W {WI and d P
W {WJ . We write m ě
1 n, if n is obtained by a horizontal contraction of m and m ě2 n, if
n is obtained by a vertical contraction of m. The following is obvious from the definition of
the order on Ξ:
Proposition 1.4. For m,n P Ξ the following are equivalent:
(i) m ě n.
(ii) There exists a (unique) m1 such that m ě1 m1 ě2 n.
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(iii) There exists a (unique) n1 such that m ě2 n1 ě1 n.
In particular, for m P ΞpI1, J2q and n P ΞpI2, J2q the inequality m ě n implies that
I1 Ă I2 and J1 Ă J2, and the arrows in (1.3) define a (necessarily surjective) W -invariant
map
(1.5) pim,n : m ÝÑ n,
where we regardm and n as subsets (orbits) in the corresponding terms of the diagram (1.3).
These maps are transitive, i.e., define a covariant functor from the poset pΞ,ěq (considered
as a category) to the category of sets with W -action.
C. Mixed supremum in Ξ. Let m1,n P Ξ. Their mixed supremum is the subset
(1.6) Suppm1,nq “
 
m P Ξ
ˇˇ
m1 ď2 m ě1 n
(
.
For this set to be nonempty, it is necessary that there be I1 Ă I2 and J2 Ă J2 such that
m1 P ΞpI1, J2q, n P ΞpI2, J1q,
in which case
Suppm1,nq “
 
m P ΞpI1, J1q
ˇˇ
ϕ2pI1|J1,J2qpmq “ m
1, ϕ1pI1,I2|J1q “ n
(
.
So for nonemptiness of Suppm1,nq it is further necessary that
ϕ1pI1,I2|J2qpm
1q “ ϕ2pI2|J1,J2qpnq.
Denoting this common value by n1, we have m1 ě1 n1 ď2 n.
The following is then straightforward.
Proposition 1.7. Suppm1,nq is the set of W -orbits in the fiber product
m1 ˆn1 n “ m
1 ˆpW {WI2qˆpW {WJ2 q n,
where we consider m1,n1,n as subsets (W -orbits) in the corresponding terms of the diagram
(1.3).
D. The cell decomposition of W zh and anodyne inequalities. We further denote:
S
p2q
H
: the cell decomposition of h “ ihR‘hR into the product cells iC`D where C,D P C
are faces of the arrangement H. Recall that each face of H has the form C “ Ac, c PW {WI ,
I Ă ∆sim.
Sp2q “ ppS
p2q
H
q: the decomposition of W zh into the images Um “ ppiAc ` Adq, m “
W pc,dq P Ξ.
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Proposition 1.8. The restriction of p to the closure of each iAc `Ad is a homeomorphism
to its image. Therefore Sp2q is a quasi-regular cell decomposition of W zh into the cells Um,
m P Ξ, refining the complex stratification Sp0q.
Proof: We need to show the following: if z, z1 P Um “ iAc ` Ad and ppzq “ ppz
1q (i.e.,
z1 “ wz for some w P W ), then z “ z1. Now, a similar statement for the W -action on hR is
standard: if C P C and x, x1 P C are such that x1 “ wx for some w PW , then x “ x1. This is
because p maps the closure of any face bijectively to the closure of a face of K. Therefore,
writing z “ ix ` y, z1 “ ix1 ` y1 with x, y, x1, y1 P hR, the condition z
1 “ wz means x1 “ wx
and y1 “ wy and so by the above x1 “ x, y1 “ y, i.e, z1 “ z.
We note that m ě n if and only if Um Ą Un.
Definition 1.9.An inequality m ě n, resp. m ě1 n, resp. m ě2 n is called anodyne, if Um
and Un lie in the same stratum of S
p0q.
Proposition 1.10. Let m ě n. The following are equivalent:
(i) The inequality m ě n is anodyne.
(ii) Considering m,n as subsets in C ˆ C, we have |m| ě |n|.
(iii) The map pim,n : mÑ n is a bijection.
Proof: Let us prove (i)ô(ii). For c P C let W c Ă W be the stabilizer of c in W . Let
m “ W pc,dq. Then |m| “ |W |{|W c XW d|. Now, W c XW d is the stabilizer of the cell
iAc ` iAd Ă h or, what is the same by Proposition 1.8, the stabilizer of any point in this
cell.
Since m ě n, we can represent n “ W pa,bq with c ě a and d ě b, i.e., Ac Ą Aa
and Ad Ą Ab. Further, let Sm and Sn be the strata of S
p0q containing Um and Un, so that
Sm Ą Sn. That is, Sm “ ppLc,dq and Sn “ ppLa,bq, where Lc,d is the stratum of S
p0q
H
(the
generic part of a flat of HC) containing iAc ` Ad, and similarly for La,b.
Note that Lc,d Ą La,b and, moreover, Lc,d “ La,b if and only if Sm “ Sn. Note further,
that the points in Lc,d have the same stabilizer, namely W
c XW d while points in La,b have
the same stabilizer W a XW b.
Now, generic points of a (strictly) smaller complex flat of the root arrangement, have
(strictly) bigger stabilizer in W . Therefore we have |W a XW b| ě |W c XW d| with equality
meaning that Lc,d “ La,b, i.e., Sm “ Sn, i.e., that the inequality m ě n is anodyne. This
proves (i)ô(ii). The equivalence (ii)ô(iii) is clear since pm,n is a surjective map.
Proposition 1.11. Suppose that m1 ě1 n1 ď2 n and at least one of the inequalities is
anodyne. Then Suppm1,nq consists of exactly one element m. Further, if m1 ě1 n1 is
anodyne, then m ě1 n is anodyne. If n ě2 n1 is anodyne, then m ě2 m1 is anodyne.
Proof: We apply Proposition 1.7. Note that the diagram (1.3) is Cartesian, being the external
Cartesian product of two arrows
tW {WI1 ÝÑ W {WJ1u ˆ tW {WI2 ÝÑW {WJ2u.
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Suppose that m1 ě1 n1 is anodyne. Then the map pim,n : m
1 Ñ n1 (induced by pi1) is a
bijection and so in the Cartesian product diagram
m1 ˆn1 n

ρ1 // n

m1
pi1
// n1
the arrow ρ1 is a bijection, i.e., m1ˆn1 n consists of one W -orbit, so by Proposition 1.7 there
is only one possible m as claimed. Further, m ě1 n is anodyne by Proposition 1.10, since ρ1
is a bijection. The case when n ě2 n1 is anodyne, is treated similarly.
2 Main result: PervpW zhq and mixed Bruhat sheaves
A. Mixed Bruhat sheaves. Let k be a field and Vectk be the category of finite-
dimensional k-vector spaces.
Definition 2.1.By a mixed Bruhat sheaf (of type g) we mean a datum of finite-dimensional
k-vector spaces Epmq, m P Ξ and linear operators
B1
m,n “ B
1
m,n,E : Epmq ÝÑ Epnq, m ě
1 n,
B2
m,n “ B
2
m,n,E : Epnq ÝÑ Epmq, m ě
2 n,
satisfying the conditions:
(MBS1) The B1
m,n are transitive, i.e., form a covariant functor from the poset pΞ,ě
1q (considered
as a category) to Vectk. Similarly, the B
2
m,n are transitive, i.e., form a contravariant
functor pΞ,ě2q Ñ Vectk.
(MBS2) The B1- and B2-maps commute with each other. That is, suppose m1 ě1 n1 ď2 n. Then
B2
n,n1B
1
m1,n1 “
ÿ
mPSuppm1,nq
B1
m,n,B
2
m,m1.
(MBS3) If m ě1 n is an anodyne inequality, then B1
m,n is an isomorphism. If m ě
2 n is an
anodyne inequality, then B2
m,n is an isomorphism.
We denote by MBS “ MBSg the category of mixed Bruhat sheaves of type g.
Proposition 2.2. Let X be a stratum of Sp0q. The part of a mixed Bruhat sheaf E consisting
of Epmq with Um Ă X and the maps pB1q´1, B2 between such Epmq, gives a local system LE,X
on X.
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In particular, taking X “ W zhreg to be the open stratum, we get, very directly, a
representation of the braid group Brg “ pi1pW zh
regq.
Proof: To define a local system G on S, we need to give vector spaces Gm for each Um Ă S
and generalization maps γn,m : Gn Ñ Gm for any inclusion Un Ă Um with Um Ă S,
which are isomorphisms and satisfy the transitivity conditions, see Proposition A.4. We put
Gm “ Epmq. When Un Ă Um with Um Ă S, we have an anodyne inequality n ď m. Now,
if, in this situation, n ď1 m, we define γn,m “ pB
1
m,nq
´1, the inverse of an isomorphism B1
m,n,
see (MBS3) If n ď2 m, we define γn,m “ B
2
m,n, also an isomorphism by (MBS3). Proposition
1.11 together with (MBS2) implies that the two types of isomorphisms γn,m thus defined,
commute with each other. Together with the transitivity of the B1 and of the B2, this implies
that these two types of γn,m extend uniquely to any n ď m such that Um Ă S and are
transitive.
Let τ : C ˆ C Ñ C ˆ C be the permutation of the factors. It induces an involution
τ : ΞÑ Ξ. For m P Ξ we write mτ “ τpmq. Thus, if m “ W pc,dq, the mτ “ W pd, cq. The
category MBS carries a perfect duality E ÞÑ Eτ , where the “dual” mixed Bruhat sheaf Eτ
has
(2.3) Eτ pmq “ Epmτ q˚, B1
m,n,Eτ “ pB
2
nτ ,nτ ,Eq
˚, B2
m,n,Eτ “ pB
1
nτ ,nτ ,Eq
˚.
B. Perverse sheaves and the main result. Let
PervpW zhq “ PervpW zh,Sp0qq Ă Db
Sp0q
ShpW zhq
be the category of perverse (middle perversity) sheaves of k-vector spaces on W zh which are
(cohomologically) constructible with respect to Sp0q. In this paper we use the standard nor-
malization of perversity conditions from [2] so that a local system on a smooth d-dimensional
subvariety Z is perverse, if put in degree p´ dimCZq. Thus, explicitly, F P D
b
Sp0q
ShpW zhq is
perverse, if:
(Perv´) For each q, the sheaf HqpFq is supported on a complex analytic subvariety of complex
dimension ď ´q (so HqpFq “ 0 for q ą 0).
(Perv`) The condition (Perv´) holds also for the Verdier dual complex DpFq.
By definition, the Verdier duality D preserves PervpW zhq. In addition, consider the involu-
tion
(2.4) τ : h ÝÑ h, x` iy ÞÑ y ` ix, x, y P hR.
This involution commutes with the W -action and preserves the strata of S
p0q
H
. Therefore it
descends to an involution of W zh which we denote by the same letter τ : W zh Ñ W zh and
which preserves the strata of Sp0q. This means that the pullback τ˚ preserves PervpW zhq,
and we define the twisted dual of F P PervpW zhq to be
(2.5) F τ “ τ˚pDpFqq “ Dpτ˚Fq.
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Let sgn : W Ñ k˚ be the sign character of W , defined by sgnpsαq “ ´1. As we have the
surjection
Brg “ pi1pW zh
regq ÝÑ W,
sgn is also a character of Brg. In particular, we have the 1-dimensional local system Lsgn of
k-vector spaces on W zhreg.
The following is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 2.6. (a) We have an equivalence of categories E : MBSg Ñ PervpW zh,Sp0qq taking
the duality (2.3) on MBSg to the twisted Verdier duality (2.5).
(b) For mixed Bruhat sheaf E, the restriction of the perverse sheaf EpEq to the open
stratum W zhreg, is isomorphic to the shifted local system LE bLsgnrrs. Here r “ dimC h and
LE is the local system associated to E by Proposition 2.2.
The proof will be given in the next two sections.
C. Examples. The bicube point of view. Many examples of mixed Bruhat sheaves
appear, most immediately, in the form of simpler diagrams which we call bicubes. More
precisely, let S be a finite set. By an S-bicube we mean a diagram Q “ pQI , uIJ , vIJq, where:
• QI P Vectk is a vector space, given for any subset I Ă S.
• vIJ : QI Ñ QJ and uIJ : QJ Ñ QI are linear maps given for any I Ă J Ă S and
satisfying the transitivity properties:
vII “ Id, uII “ Id, vIK “ vJKvIJ , uIK “ uIJuJK , I Ă J Ă K.
In other words, a bicube consists of two commutative cubes superimposed on the same set
of vertices so that the arrows in the two cubes go in the opposite directions. We denote by
BicS the category of S-bicubes.
Given a mixed Bruhat sheaf E P MBSg, we associate to it a ∆sim-bicube Q “ QpEq as
follows. For I Ă ∆sim put
m1I “ W pKI , 0q, mI “W pKI , KIq, m
2
I “ W p0, KIq P Ξ.
Then m1I ď
1 mI ě
2 m2I , both inequalities being anodyne. Given E, we put QI “ Epm
1
Iq and
note the identification ϕI : QI Ñ Epm
2
Iq defined as the composition
QI “ Epm
1
Iq
pB1
mI ,m
1
I
q´1
// EpmIq
B2
mI ,m
2
I // Epm2Iq.
If I Ă J , then KI Ą KJ , so m
1
I ě
1 m1J and m
2
I ě
2 m2J . We define
vIJ “ B
1
m1
I
,m1
J
: QI ÝÑ QJ , uIJ “ ϕ
´1
J ˝ B
2
m2
I
,m2
J
˝ ϕI : QJ ÝÑ EQ.
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Transitivity of the B1 and B2 implies that QpEq is indeed a bicube. This gives a functor
Q : MBSg ÝÑ Bic∆sim , E ÞÑ QpEq.
In general, we do not know if this functor is fully faithful, i.e., if all any mixed Bruhat sheaf
can be recovered from the corresponding bicube. The following examples show that this is
true for g “ sl2 or g “ sl3.
Example 2.7.Let g “ sl2. Then h “ C, hR “ R, we have only one simple root α and
the arrangement of hyperplanes H in hR “ R consists of one hyperplane t0u. The Coxeter
complex C consists of Ră0, t0u and Rą0. The Weyl group W “ t1, su, where s : hÑ h takes
z ÞÑ ´z. The quotient W zh is identified with C by the function z2. Thus PervpW zh,Sp0qq “
PervpC, 0q is the classical category of perverse sheaves on C with the only possible singularity
at 0. The cell decompositions S
p2q
H
of h “ C and Sp2q of W zh “ C are depicted in Fig. 1.
‚
0
h
z2
ÝÑ ‚
0
W zh
Figure 1: Cell decompositions S
p2q
H
and Sp2q for g “ sl2.
For simplicity we label the five cells of Sp2q by their representative points 0,˘1,˘i. Then
a mixed Bruhat sheaf is a diagram
(2.8) Ei
a
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
E´1
d ""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
b
<<②②②②②②②②
u // E0
v // E1
E´i
c
==④④④④④④④④
with a, b, c, d isomorphisms and uv “ ab ` cd. A description of PervpC, 0q in terms of such
diagrams is equivalent to the classical description in terms of diagrams
(2.9) Φ
v // Ψ
u
oo , TΨ :“ IdΨ´vu is an isomorphism.
That is, E0 is identified with Φ and the other 4 spaces are identified with Ψ. Note that
the diagram (2.9) is an ∆sim-bicube, and passing from (2.8) to (2.9) is a particular case of
the functor Q. So in this case Q is fully faithful and its essential image is described by the
condition of TΨ being invertible.
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Example 2.10.Let g “ sl3. In this case W “ S3, and the stratification S
p0q of W zh » C2
is given by the semiicubic parabola
Y “
 
pa, bq P C2| 4a3 ` 27b2 “ 0
(
.
That is, the strata are C2zY , Y zt0u and t0u. Further, in this case ∆sim consists of two
elements which we denote α1 and α2. Accordingly, the bicube associated to E P MBSg is
labelled by subsets of t1, 2u and has the form (bisquare)
Et1u
v
##●
●●
●●
●●
●
u
||③③
③③
③③
③③
EH
v
<<③③③③③③③③
v
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
Et1,2u
u
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
u
cc●●●●●●●●
Et2u,
v
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
u
bb❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉
where we have omitted the indexing of the v- and u-maps. A description of PervpW zhq
in this case was given in [26] (see also [34] §5.3 for a discussion) and proceeds in terms of
bisquares as above satisfying certain conditions. This means that the functor Q is fully
faithful in this case as well.
3 The Cousin complex of a mixed Bruhat sheaf
Our proof of Theorem 2.6 is, similarly to [33, 36], based on associating to a mixed Bruhat
sheaf E a certain complex of sheaves E‚ “ E‚pEq which we call the Cousin complex. A priori,
E‚ is only R-constructible but it turns to be (cohomologically) constructible with respect to
Sp0q and, moreover, a perverse sheaf. Here we describe this construction.
A. Imaginary strata in W zh. The “imaginary part” map Im : C Ñ R induces the map
I :W zh ÝÑW zhR “
ğ
IĂ∆sim
KI .
We put
X ImI “ I
´1pKIq
jI
ãÑW zh.
The X ImI form a (real) stratification of W zh which we call the imaginary stratification
and denote SIm; the X ImI will be refereed to as the imaginary strata. For the case g “ gln
these strata were considered in [34].
Note that
X ImI “
ğ
J
ğ
mPΞpI,Jq
Um,
so Sp2q refines SIm. Note further that for any two cells Um, Un Ă X
Im
I the inclusion Un Ă Um
is equivalent to n ď2 m.
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Example 3.1.For the case g “ sl2, the two imaginary strata are depicted in Fig. 2, with
KH being the union of three cells of S
p2q and Ktαu being the union of two such cells.
0
KH
‚
0
Ktαu
Figure 2: Imaginary strata for g “ sl2.
B. The Cousin complex. Given a mixed Bruhat sheaf E “ pEpmq, B1, B2q, we define
a cellular sheaf rEI on X ImI with stalk at Um, m P ΞpI, Jq being Epmq and the generalization
map Epnq Ñ Epnq for Un Ă Um being B
2
m,n. Because of the transitivity of the B
2-maps in
(MBS1), this gives a well-defined sheaf rEI . We further put EI “ jI˚ rEI , a sheaf on W zh.
For I Ă ∆sim let k
I be the k-vector space spanned by I, i.e., the space with basis eα, α P I.
Let detpIq “ Λ|I|pkIq be the top exterior power of kI . For I1 Ă I2 such that |I2| “ |I1| ` 1,
i.e., I2 “ I1 \ tαu for some α, we have the map
εI1,I2 : detpI1q ÝÑ detpI2q, v ÞÑ v ^ eα.
We now define the complex of sheaves
(3.2) E‚ “ E‚pEq “
"
EH
d
Ñ
à
|I|“1
EIbdetpIq
d
Ñ
à
|I|“1
EIbdetpIq
d
Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
d
Ñ E∆simbdetp∆simq
*
graded so that EH in in degree p´ dimCphqq. The differential d is induced by the maps B
1.
More precisely, let I1 Ă I2 be such that |I2| “ |I1| ` 1, i.e., I2 “ I1 \ tαu for some α. Let
m P ΞpI2, Jq so Um Ă X
Im
I2
. The definition EI1 “ pjI1q˚ rEI1 implies that EI1 is (locally, hence
globally) constant on Um and its stalk there is identified as
pEI1qUm :“ ΓpUm, EI1q “
à
nPΞpI1,Jq
ně1m
Epnq.
The stalk of EI2 at Um is, by definition, Epmq. Now, the matrix element
(3.3) dI1,I2 : EI1 b detpI1q ÝÑ EI2 b detpI2q
is defined, over Um to be given by the map
dI1,I2,m :
ÿ
nPΞpI1,Jq
ně1m
B1
n,m b εI1,I2 :
à
nPΞpI1,Jq
ně1m
Epnq b detpI1q ÝÑ Epmq b detpI2q.
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Proposition 3.4. (a) The linear maps dI1,I2,m define a morphism of sheaves dI1,I2 as in
(3.3).
(b) The morphisms of sheaves d with matrix elements dI1,I2 define a complex of sheaves
E‚ as in (3.2), i.e., satisfy d2 “ 0.
Proof: (a) follows at once from (MBS2) (commutativity of B1 with B2), while (b) follows from
(MBS1) (transitivity of B1).
We call E‚ the Cousin complex associated to E. Theorem 2.6 will be a consequence of
the following more precise result.
Theorem 3.5. (a) For E P MBSg the complex E‚pEq is an object of PervpW zh,Sp0qq. In
particular, it is (cohomologically) Sp0q-constructible.
(b) Further, E‚pEτ q, see (2.3), is naturally quasi-isomorphic to the twisted dual pE‚pEqqτ ,
defined by (2.5).
(c) The functor G : E ÞÑ E‚pEq is an equivalence of categories G : MBSg Ñ PervpW zh,Sp0qq.
(d) For E P MBSg, the restriction of EpEq to the open stratum W zhreg, is isomorphic to
the shifted local system LE b Lsgnrrs.
C. The Fox-Neuwirth-Fuchs cells. For any subset S Ă hR let LinRpSq be the R-linear
subspace spanned by L.
Recall from [10] and [33] §2 the “intermediate”, or Björner-Ziegler stratification of h
induced by the root arrangement H. This is a quasi-regular cell decomposition of h into
cells rC,Ds labelled by face intervals, i.e., pairs pC,Dq P C such that C ď D. By definition,
rC,Ds consists of x` iy P h with x, y P hR satisfying:
(a) y P C.
(b) x is congruent to an element of D modulo the subspace LinRpCq Ă hR.
Thus
S
p2q
H
ă S
p1q
H
ă S
p0q
H
.
The action of W on h preserves the stratification S
p1q
H
and so defines a stratification Sp1q :“
ppS
p1q
H
q of W zh such that
Sp2q ă Sp1q ă Sp0q.
Proposition 3.6. Every stratum of Sp1q is a topological cell, so Sp1q is a (non-quasi-regular,
in general) cell decomposition of W zh.
Proof: Since each rC,Ds is known to be a cell, it suffices to prove that p : rC,Ds Ñ pprC,Dsq
is a homeomorphism, i.e., to prove that if z, z1 P rC,Ds and z1 “ wz for some w P W , then
z1 “ z.
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Let z “ x ` iy, z1 “ x1 ` iy1 with x, y, x1, y1 P hR. Then z
1 “ wz implies y1 “ wy. But
since y, y1 P C lie in the same face of C, we have y1 “ y. This also means that w stabilizes C
(pointwise) and therefore stabiizes (also pointwise) the vector space L :“ LinRpCq, which is
a flat of H.
By conjugating with an appropriate element ofW , we can assume that L is a flat of which
some open part lies in the closure of the dominant Weyl chamber C`, i.e., L “
Ş
αPI α
K for
some I Ă ∆sim. Then the subgroup in W fixing L pointwise, is WI Ă W . In this case the
quotient arrangement H{L in hR{L (see [33] §2B) is the root arrangement associated to the
semi-simplification of the Levi subalgebra associated to I. The group WI is the Weyl group
of that semi-simplification. In particular, no two points on the same face of h{L can be
congruent under the action of WI .
Now, the condition z, z1 P rC,Ds means x “ d` l, x1 “ d1` l1 with d, d1 P D and l, l1 P L.
Moreover, wpzq “ z1 implies wpxq “ x1, so
wpdq ` l “ wpd` lq “ wpxq “ x1 “ d1 ` l1, i.e., wpdq “ d1 ` l1 ´ l,
which means that the images of d and d1 in hR{L, while lying in the same face of H{L, are
taken into each other under the action of w PWI . This implies that these images are equal,
i.e., d1 “ d` l2 for some l2 P L. Combining this with the above equality, we get
wpdq “ d` λ, λ :“ l2 ` l1 ´ l P L.
Note that λ is fixed by w. Now, for λ ‰ 0 the last equality is impossible, since for any
n ą 0 we have wnpdq “ d`nλ which contradicts the fact that, W being finite, we must have
wn “ Id for some n.
So λ “ 0 and wpdq “ d, and therefore
wpxq “ wpd` lq “ wpdq ` l “ d` l “ x.
Together with the equalty wpyq “ y proved earlier, this implies z1 “ wpzq “ z.
We will call the cells pprC,Dsq of the cell decomposition Sp1q the Fox-Neuwirth-Fuchs
cells of W zh.
Examples 3.7. (a) For g “ sl2, the Fox-Neuwirth-Fuchs cell decomposition S
p1q ofW zh “ C
consists of CzRě0, Rą0 and t0u, see Fig. 2.
(b) For g “ gln the Fox-Neuwirth-Fuchs cells of W zh “ Sym
npCq have been discussed in
[35].
We refer to the Appendix for the meaning of the notations ^,_ for stratifications.
Proposition 3.8. (a) We have Sp1q “ SIm ^ Sp0q. In particular, Sp1q refines both SIm and
Sp0q.
(b) We also have Sp0q “ Sp1q _ τpSp1qq, where τ : W zh Ñ W zh is the involution
(2.4). In particular (Proposition A.2(b)), any sheaf which is Sp1q-constructible and τpSp1qq-
constructible, is Sp0q-constructible.
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Proof: As Sp2q refines SIm, Sp1q and Sp0q, we have equivalence relations ”Im, ”Sp1q and ”Sp0q
on the set Ξ labelling cells of Sp2q describing when two cells lie in the same stratum of the
corresponding coarser stratification.
Now, by definition, SIm is the equivalence closure of the relation ě2. At the same time,
Sp1q is the equivalence closure of the relation R2 defined by mR2n if, first, m ě2 n and,
second, the inequality is anodyne, i.e., m ”Sp0q n. This implies (a).
Let us prove (b). Note that Sp2q also refines τpSp1qq and so we have the equivalence
relation ”τpSp1qq on Ξ describing how S
p2q-cells are arranged into τpSp1qq-cells. As before,
”τpSp1qq is the equivalence closure of the relation R
1 defined by mR1n if, first, m ě1 n and,
second, the inequality is anodyne. It follows that R1 Y R2, considered as a subset of Ξˆ Ξ,
is contained in ”Sp0q, and so pR
1 Y R2q„, the equivalence closure of R1 Y R2, is contained
in ”Sp0q. Now, S
p1q _ τpSp1qq is, by definition, the partition of W zh into unions of Sp2q-cells
corresponding to the classes of pR1 Y R2q„. So each part of Sp1q _ τpSp1qq is contained in a
single Sp0q-stratum. Further, given an Sp0q-stratum S, we consider the corresponding ”Sp0q-
class ΞS Ă Ξ. Since the Um, m P ΞS, form a quasi-regular cell decomposition of S, the
sub-poset ΞS Ă Ξ is closed under taking intermediate points. That is, if m,n,p P Ξ are such
that m ď n ď p and m,p P ΞS, then n P ΞS. Now, S being connected, any two m,n P ΞS
are connected by a chain of anodyne inequalities ě,ď. But any anodyne inequality, say
m ě n, factors into two anodyne inequalities m ě1 m1 ě2 n. This means that ΞS is a class
for pR1 YR2q„, thus proving (b).
D. Perversity of the Cousin complex. Here we prove parts (a) and (b) of Theorem
3.5. The argument is similar to that of [36] §5-6, so we give a more condensed presentation.
For I Ă ∆sim let X
Re
I “ τpX
Im
I q. Thus X
Re
I “ R
´1pKIq, where R : W zh Ñ W zhR is
induced by Re : C Ñ R.
For m P ΞpI, Jq be have a commutative diagram of embeddings
Um
j2
m

j1
m // X ImI
k2I

XReJ k1
J
//W zh.
Lemma 3.9. For any V P Vectk we have canonical isomorphisms
pk1Jq! pj
2
m
q˚ V Um
»
ÝÑ pk2I q˚ pj
1
m
q! V Um,
pk2I q! pj
1
m
q˚ V Um
»
ÝÑ pk1Jq˚ pj
2
m
q! V Um.
Proof: Let m “ W pc,dq. By Proposition 1.8, p : hW zh induces a homeomorphism of
closures iAc ` Ad Ñ Um. So our statement reduces to the similar statement about the
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product diagram
iAc ` Ad //

ihR ` Ad

iAc ` hR // h,
which is [36] Prop. 5.2.
For any J Ă ∆sim let J “ ∆simzJ be the complement. Let also r “ dimCphq.
Proposition 3.10. For any E P MBS we have a natural isomorphism in the derived category
DpEpEqq » τ˚EpE˚q.
Proof: The definition of rEI “ rEIpEq as a cellular sheaf on X ImI with stalk at Um,m P ΞpI, Jq
being Epmq and the generalization maps being B2
m,n, realizes the sheaf EI “ jI˚ rEI as the
total complex of the following complex in derived category:à
|J |“0
à
mPΞpI,Jq
pk2I q˚ pj
1
m
q!Epmq
Um
ÝÑ
à
|J |“1
à
mPΞpI,Jq
pk2I q˚ pj
1
m
q!Epmq
Um
r1s Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
see [33] (1.12). So the Cousin complex E‚pEq is the total object of the complex in derived
category with the pp, qqth term being
(3.11)
à
|I|“r`q
|J|“r´p
à
mPΞpI,Jq
pk2I q˚ pj
1
m
q!Epmq
Um
rps,
the horizontal differentials (corresponding to the generalization maps of the rEI) given by the
B2, and the vertical differentials given by the B1.
Let us apply the Verdier duality D to this double complex. Recall that D interchanges
any f˚ with f! and, for a constant sheaf on a cell, we have
D
´
Epmq
Um
¯
“ Epmq˚
Um
rdimRUms.
If m P ΞpI, Jq, then dimRUm “ 2r ´ |I| ´ |J |. Therefore DpE
‚pEqq is quasi-isomorphic to
the total object of the double complex in the derived category whose pp, qqth term is
(3.12)
à
|I|“r´q
|J|“r`p
pk2I q! pj
1
m
q˚Epmq˚Umrqs,
the horizontal differentials given by the duals to the B2E and the vertical differentials given by
the duals to the B1E . Taking into account Lemma 3.9, we recognize in (3.12) a version of the
double complex (3.11) but for E˚ instead of E and with the roles of the real and imaginary
parts exchanged. In other words, we recognize τ˚E‚pE˚q, whence the claim.
Corollary 3.13. E‚pEq is (cohomologically) Sp0q-constructible.
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Proof: Recall from the proof of Proposition 3.8 that the relation”Sp1q on the set Ξ parametriz-
ing the cells of Sp2q, is the equivalence closure of the relation “anodyne ě2”. Since B2
m,n for
anodyne m ě2 n is an isomorphism, each EIpEq is S
p1q-constructible and so E‚pEq is coho-
mologically Sp1q-constructible.
On the other hand, Proposition 3.10 implies, in the same way, that DpE‚pEqq is quasi-
isomorphic to a complex of which each term is τpSp1qq-constructible, and so it is cohomo-
logically τpSp1qq-constructible. Since Verdier duality preserves cohomologically constructible
complexes, E‚pEq is also cohomologically τpSp1qq-constructible. Our statement now follows
from Proposition 3.8(b).
Proposition 3.14. E‚pEq is perverse.
Proof: Let us prove (Perv´). Let q P Z. Since E‚pEq is Sp0q is Sp0q-constructible, the set
Z “ SuppHqpE‚pEqq is a complex algebraic subvariety in W zh. Clearly,
Z Ă Supp E qpEq “
ď
|I|ěr`q
X ImI .
Let rZ “ p´1pZq Ă h. We conclude that for any z “ x` iy P rZ, x, y P hR, the point y lies in
the union of (real) flats of H of codimension ě r ` q. But because rZ is a complex algebraic
subvariety of h, this implies that rZ lies in the union of (complex) flats of HC of complex
codimension ě r` q. Since p : hÑW zh is a finite map, dimCp rZq “ dimCpZq, and we obtain
pPerv´q for E‚pEq. The condition pPerv`q follows from this by Proposition 3.10.
Propositions 3.10, 3.14 and Corollary 3.13 now imply parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.5.
4 The Cousin complex of a perverse sheaf
Here, we prove part (c) of Theorem 3.5 by constructing a quasi-inverse to the functor
G : MBSg ÝÑ PervpW zhq, E ÞÑ E
‚pEq.
For this, similarly to [33, 34, 36], we start from a perverse sheaf F and construct geometrically
a Cousin-type resolution of F .
A. Cousin complex II. Recall the embedding jI : X
Im
I ãÑ W zh of the imaginary stra-
tum. Let also r “ dimC h.
Proposition 4.1. Let F P PervpW zhq. Then:
(a) The complex j!IF is quasi-isomorpic to a single sheaf rEI “ rEIpFq in degree |I| ´ r.
(b) The complex jI˚ rEI is quasi-isomorphic to a single sheaf EI “ EIpFq “ R0jI˚j!IF .
(c) F has an explicit representative (Cousin resolution) of the form
E‚pFq “
"
EHpFq
δ
Ñ
à
|I|“1
EIpFq
δ
Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
δ
Ñ E∆simpFq
*
,
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graded so that EHpFq is in degree p´rq.
Proof: This is analogous to [34] which corresponds to the particular case g “ gln. To start,
note that p˚F P Pervph,S
p0q
H
q and F “ pp˚p
˚FqW . Finding the preimage p´1pX ImI q, we get
a Cartesian square
(4.2) h
p //W zh
Ů
CPC
ppCq“KI
hR ` iC pI
//
lI
OO
X ImI
jI
OO
so
(4.3) j!IF » ppI˚ l
!
I p
˚FqW .
But lI is the disjoint union of the embeddings lC : hR ` iC ãÑ h. It remains to notice that
each l!C p
˚F is quasi-isomorphic to a single sheaf in degree codimpCq´r “ |I|´r, by [33] Cor.
4.11 (we also need to take into account the difference in normalizations of the conditions of
perversity).
(b) Let z PW zh. The stalk at z of RqjI˚ rEI is, by definition, HqpU XX ImI , rEIq for a small
ball U around z. By (4.3) and the Cartesian square (4.2), this Hq is a subspace in the direct
sum ğ
ppCq“KI
Hq
`
p´1pUq X phR ` iCq, l
!
C p
˚F
˘
.
Let us prove that for q ą 0 each summand in this sum vanishes. Indeed, since p´1pUq is a
disjoint union of balls, this vanishing follows from a similar statement about perverse sheaves
on arrangement, namely
RqlC˚ pl
!
C p
˚F rcodimpCq ´ rsq “ 0, q ą 0,
which is [33] Cor. 4.11(a).
(c) Given (a) and (b), this is a purely formal consequence of the Postnikov system associ-
ated to F and the increasing filtration of W zh by closed subspaces XIďm “
Ť
|∆simzI|ďm
X ImI ,
see [33] §1B.
B. From a perverse sheaf to a mixed Bruhat sheaf. Let F P PervpW zhq. Because
of Proposition 3.8(a), each EIpFq is S
p1q-constructible, in particular, Sp2q-constructible. For
m P ΞpI, Jq let Epmq be the stalk of EIpFq b detpIq
bp´1q at Um. The generalization maps
of the EIpFq and the differential δ in the complex E
‚pFq translate directly into linear maps
B2
m,n, B
1
m,n as in Definition 2.1, which satisfy (MBS1-2). More precisely, transitivity of the
generalization maps gives transitivity of the B2, the condition δ2 “ 0 gives transitivity of the
B1, and the fact that δ is a morphism of cellular sheaves, gives (MBS2).
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Proposition 4.4. The diagram E “ pEpmq, B1, B2q satisfies also (MBS3), so it is a mixed
Bruhat sheaf/.
Proof: Sp1q-constructibility of each EIpFq gives one half of (MBS3): B
2
m,n is an isomorphism
for anodyne m ě2 n. Let us prove the other half. For this, we represent E‚pFq, similarly to
the proof of Proposition 3.10, as the total object of the double complex in derived category
consisting of shifted sheaves of the form pk2I q˚ j
1
m
q!Epmq
Um
and apply Verdier duality. This
will give an explicit complex of sheaves G‚ which, on one hand, is quasi-isomorphic to DpFq
and, on the other complex, has the form
G‚ “
"
kH˚ rGH Ñ à
|I|“1
kI˚ rGI Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨*
(leftmost term in degree p´rq). Here kI : X
Re
I “ τpX
Im
I q ãÑ W zh and rGI is an Sp2q-cellular
sheaf on XReI . Explicitly, the stalks of
rGI are the Epmq˚ and the generalization maps are
the pB1
m,nq
˚. Note that for such G‚ we necessarily have
(4.5) rGI » k!I G‚rr ´ |I|s,
because for I1 Ĺ I we have k
!
I1
kI˚
rGI “ 0. This means that G‚, as an explicit complex of
sheaves, is isomorphic to the intrinsic Cousin complex of the perverse sheaf DpFq » G‚ but
formed using the XReI instead of X
Im
I . In particular, each
rGI is constructible with respect to
SRe^Sp0q “ τpSp1qq. This means that its generalization maps pB1
m,nq
˚ associated to anodyne
m ě1 n are isomorphisms, and so the corresponding B1
m,n themselves are isomorphisms, which
gives (MBS3) for E.
The proposition means that we have a functor
E : PervpW zhq ÝÑ MBSg.
It is clear that G ˝ E » Id, as F is quasi-isomorphic to E‚pFq “ GpEpFqq. Conversely, given
E P MBSg and denoting F “ GpEq “ E
‚pEq, we see that E‚pEq, as an explicit complex, is
isomorphic to the intrinsic Cousin complex of the perverse sheaf F . This follows from the
identification EIpEq “ j
!
IE
‚pEqrr´ |I|s obtained in the same way as (4.5). This means that
EpGpEqq » E. This finishes the proof of parts (a)-(c) of Theorem 3.5.
C. Origin of the sign twist. Let us now prove part (d) of of Theorem 3.5. Denote
k : W zhreg ãÑ W zh the embedding. Let E P MBSg. As EpEq P PervpW zhq, the restriction
k˚EpEq has the form Lrrs, where L is a local system, found explicitly as
L “ Ker
"
k˚EHpEq
d
Ñ
à
|I|“1
k˚EIpEq b detpIq
*
,
see (3.2). Note that we have the embedding l : X ImH ãÑW zh
reg whose composition with k is
jH : X
Im
H ãÑW zh. Now, by definition EHpEq “ jH˚ rEHpEq, where rEHpEq is the local system
on the imaginary stratum X ImH with stalks Epmq and generalization maps B
2
m,n for anodyne
m ě2 n such that Un, Um Ă X
Im
H . In other words,
rEHpEq “ l˚LE , and EHpEq “ jH˚l˚LE.
So over the open part X ImH ĂW zh
reg, we have an identification of local systems
Kerpdq ÝÑ LE
(no sign yet!). Indeed, EIpEq is not present on X
Im
H for |I| “ 1 so passing to Kerpdq does not
change the source.
For two faces C,D P C we have the orbitW pC,Dq P Ξ and we denote by UC,D “ UW pC,Dq P
Sp2q the corresponding cell. To identify two local systems on the entire W zhreg it suffices to
do so outside of the union of the UC,D which have real codimension ď 2, i.e., over the union
of the UC,D with codimpCq ` codimpDq ď 1.
If codimpCq “ 0 and codimpDq ď 1, then UC,D P X
Im
H , so by the above we have an
identification Kerpdq “ LE over UC,D.
Suppose that codimpCq “ 1 and codimpDq “ 0. Then C lies in the closure of exactly
two codimension 0 faces, say C1 and C2. This means that the open set X
Im
H approaches the
cell UC,D from two sides, similarly to what is depicted in the left part of Fig. 2. So the local
system structure on LE gives an identification of EHpEq “ jH˚l
˚LE with the direct sum of
two copies of LE over UC,D. The relevant part of the local system structure on LE is given
by the inverses of the anodyne B1 corresponding to the inequalities W pCi, Dq ě
1 W pC,Dq,
i “ 1, 2. At the same time, the differential d of which we take the kernel, is given by these
same B1 (not inverses). This means that sections of Kerpdq near UC,D will be pairs of sections
of LE on the two sides of the “cut” UC,D whose values on UC,D (with respect to the local
system structure on LE) sum up to 0. Such pairs can be seen as sections of LE bLsgn. This
finishes the proof of part (d) of of Theorem 3.5, so the theorem is proved.
5 Geometry of Bruhat orbits
A. Parabolic Bruhat decomposition. Let K be a field. In this section we consider
the split reductive Lie algebra g as defined over K, i.e., as a Lie K-algebra, and similarly for
h Ă b Ă g. The root system ∆ Ą ∆` Ą ∆sim is then embedded into the K-vector space h
˚.
For α P ∆ we denote by eα P g the Chevalley root generator corresponding to α.
At the same time we will still use the geometry of the complex Cartan subalgebra which we
will denote hC and of its real part hR. In particular, we will use the hyperplane arrangement
H in hR and view the Coxeter complex C as the poset of real faces of this arrangement, the
set ∆ being also embedded into h˚
R
. We will also use the geometry of the quotient W zhC
studied in the previous sections.
Let G be a split reductive algebraic group over K with Lie algebra g and T Ă B Ă G
be the maximal torus and the Borel subalgebra with Lie algebras h and b respectively. A
parabolic subgroup P Ă G (resp. parabolic subalgebra p Ă g) is called standard, if P Ą B
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(resp. p Ą b). As well known, standard parabolics correspond to subsets I Ă ∆sim. We
denote
PI “ GIUI , pI “ gI ‘ uI , pI “ LiepPIq, gI “ LiepGIq, uI “ LiepUIq
the standard parabolic subgroup corresponding to I with its standard Levi subgroup GI and
unipotent radical UI , as well as the corresponding standard parabolic subalgebra pI with its
standars Levi gI and nilpotent radical uI . Thus pI is generated by b and the root generators
e´α, α P I.
A parabolic subgroup P Ă G, resp. subalgebra p Ă g will be called semi-standard, if
P Ą T resp. p Ą h. Again, the following is well known.
Proposition 5.1. (a) Semi-standard parabolics are in bijection with faces C P C of the
Coxeter complex. Given C P C, the corresponding semi-standard parabolic subgroup and
subalgebra with its Levi and uni/nilpotent radical
PC “ GCUC , pC “ gC ‘ uC, pC “ LiepPCq, gC “ LiepGCq, uC “ LiepUCq
are characterized by the following conditions:
(SSP) The roots of pC are those α P ∆ for which α|C ě 0. Among these, the roots of gC are
the α satisfying α|C “ 0 and the roots of uC are the α satisfying α|C ą 0.
(b) Two semi-standard parabolics are conjugate with respect to G, if and only if they are
conjugate with respect to the normalizer NpT q Ă G, and such conjugation corresponds to the
action of W “ NpT q{T on C.
We denote FI “ G{PI the flag space associated to I Ă ∆sim. We consider it as an algebraic
variety over K. As well known G{PI can be seen parametrizing parabolic subgroups P Ă G
conjugate to PI as well as parabolic subalgebras p Ă g conjugate to pI . We refer to such
parabolics as parabolics of type I. If I1 Ă I2, then PI1 Ă PI2 so we have the projection
(5.2) qI1,I2 : FI1 ÝÑ FI2 .
By a Bruhat orbit of type pI, Jq we will mean a G-orbit O on FI ˆ FJ . Such an O is a
quasi-projective variety over K which we think of as consisting of pairs of parabolics pP, P 1q.
The parabolic Bruhat decomposition can be formulated as follows.
Proposition 5.3. Let I, J Ă ∆sim. We have a bijection
GzpFI ˆ FJq » W zppW {WIq ˆ pW {Wjqq “ ΞpI, Jq Ă Ξ “ W zpC ˆ Cq.
More precisely, each G-orbit on FIˆFJ contains a pair of semi-standard parabolics pPC, PDq
for some pair of faces pC,Dq P C ˆ C defined uniquely up to a simultaneous W -action.
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Proof: The standard formulation, see, e.g., [12] §14.16 or [13] Ch. 4, §2.5, Rem. 2, is in
terms of an identification of the sets of double cosets
PIzG{PJ » WIzW {WJ .
To get the statement in our form, recall that for any group H and subgroups K,L we have
a bijection
HzppH{Kq ˆ pH{Lqq
»
ÝÑ KzH{L, Hph1K, h2Lq ÞÑ Kph
´1
1 h2qL.
The remaining details are left to the reader.
Thus the 2-sided Coxeter complex Ξ parametrizes Bruhat orbits in all the FI ˆ FJ . For
m P ΞpI, Jq we denote
FI
p1
mÐÝ Om
p2
mÝÑ FJ
the corresponding Bruhat orbit with its projections to the factors. According to the above
Proposition this diagram may be identified with
G{PC
p1
mÐÝ G{pPC X PDq
p2
mÝÑ G{PD
B. Bruhat order on ΞpI, Jq. The identification ΞpI, Jq » GzpFI ˆ FJq makes man-
ifest the Bruhat order on ΞpI, Jq, which we denote Ĳ . It reflects the relation of inclu-
sion of orbit closures. That is, mĲn iff Om Ă On. With respect to the identification
ΞpI, Jq » WIzW {WJ , this order is induced by the two-sided Bruhat order on W . This latter
identification implies the following.
Proposition 5.4. The contraction maps (1.1) are monotone with respect to the Bruhat
orders Ĳ in their source and target.
Proof: For example, ϕ1pI1,I2|Jq : ΞpI1, Jq Ñ ΞpI2, Jq, I1 Ă I2, is the map
WI1zW {WJ ÝÑWI2zW {WJ
induced by the inclusion WI1 Ă WI2 . Since the orders Ĳ on the source and target of this
map are induced by the same Bruhat order on W , the map is monotone.
C. Structure of the orbits. As for any real hyperplane arrangement, the set C of faces
of H carries the composition, or Tits product operation ˝, see [43] 2.30, [10] or [33] §2B. For
two faces C,D the new face C ˝D can be described, geometrically, as follows. Choose any
c P C, d P D and draw a straight line interval rc, ds Ă hR. Then C ˝D is the face containing
the points c1 P rc, ds which are very close to c but not equal to c. By construction, C ď C ˝D.
The operation ˝ is not commutative.
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Let now m P ΞpI, Jq. Representing m as an orbit m “ W pC,Dq, we have two W -orbits
W pC ˝Dq and W pD ˝Cq associated to m. Define two subsets Horpmq,Verpmq Ă ∆sim called
the horizontal and vertical readings of m by the conditions
W pC ˝Dq Q KHorpmq, W pD ˝ Cq Q KVerpmq
(see 1.A for the notation KI). Note that C ď C ˝ D implies Horpmq Ă I and D ď D ˝ C
implies Verpmq Ă J .
Proposition 5.5. Let m P ΞpI, Jq and Om Ă FI ˆ FJ be the corresponding Bruhat orbit.
(a) For any pair of parabolic subgroups pP, P 1q P Om with unipotent radicals U, U 1, the
subgroup
P ˝ P 1 :“ pP X P 1qU Ă P
is a parabolic subgroup in G of type Horpmq, and P 1 ˝ P “ pP X P 1qU 1 Ă P 1 is a parabolic
subgroup in G of type Verpmq.
(b) Associating to pP, P 1q the subgroups P ˝ P 1 and P 1 ˝ P defines projections r1
m
, r2
m
in
the commutative diagram
FHorpmq
qHorpmq,I

Om
r1
moo
p1
mww♥♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
p2
m ''PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
P
r2
m // FVerpmq
qVerpmq,J

FI FJ .
(c) The fibers of r1
m
, r2
m
are affine spaces.
Proof: (a) By Proposition 5.3, we can assume P and P 1 semi-standard: P “ PC , P
1 “ PD
for some faces C,D P C. We claim that
PC ˝ PD “ PC˝D.
It suffices to prove the equality of the Lie algebras
ppC X pDq ‘ uC “ pC˝D.
For this, we recall the algebraic definition of C ˝D, see [10] or [33] §2C. That is, consider
the set t0,`,´u with the partial order 0 ă ` and 0 ă ´ while ` and ´ are non-comparable.
For any α P ∆ and any C P C we have the sign sgnpα|Cq P t0,`,´u. Then
sgnpα|C˝Dq “
#
sgnpα|Dq, if sgnpα|Cq ă sgnpα|Dq,
sgnpα|Cq, otherwise.
This means :
α|C˝D “ 0 ô α|C “ α|D “ 0,
α|C˝D ą 0 ô
`
pα|D ą 0, α|C “ 0q or α|C ą 0
˘
,
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which, in view of Condition (SSP) of Proposition 5.1(a), gives precisely the roots of ppC X
pDq ‘ uC .
This proves part (a). Part (b) is now clear. To see (c), we agan look at the semi-standard
representatives above. In this case Om “ G{pPC X PDq, as PC X PD is the stabilizer in G of
the point pPC , PDq P FI ˆ FJ . Now, the subgroup PC X PD Ă G may not be parabolic but
has the same Levi quotient as pPC X PDqUC . Therefore the fibers of r
1
m
are isomorphic to
pPC X PDqUC
L
pPC X PDq “ UC
L
pUC X PC X PDq “ UC
L
pUC X PDq
which is the factor of a unipotent group by a unipotent subgroup so it is isomorphic to an
affine space. Similarly for r2
m
.
The fundamental diagram 5.5 (b) may be rewritten as
G{PC˝D
qHorpmq,I

G{pPC X PDq
r1
moo
p1
muu❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
p2
m ))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙
r2
m // G{PD˝C
qVerpmq,J

G{PC G{PD.
D. The diagram of Bruhat orbits. Let m,n P Ξ and m ě n. In particular, if
m P ΞpI1, J1q and n P ΞpI2, J2q, then I1 Ă I2 and J1 Ă I2, so we have the projection
qI1,I2 ˆ qJ1,J2 : FI1 ˆ FJ1 ÝÑ FI2 ˆ FJ2.
Proposition 5.6. (a) If m ě n, then qI1,I2 ˆ qJ1,J2 takes Om to On, so we have a projection
pm,n : Om Ñ On.
(b) The projections pm,n, m ě n, are transitive, so they form a contravariant functor
from pΞ,ďq to the category of algebraic varieties over K.
Proof: (a) If m ě n, then we can represent m “W pA,Bq, n “W pC,Dq, where A,B,C,D P
C are such that A ě C and B ě D. This means that PA Ă PC and PB Ă PD. But the first
inclusion means that PC , considered as a point of FI2, is the image of PA, considered as a
point of FI1 , under qI1,I2. Similarly for PB and PD. This shows that one point of Om, namely
pPA, PBq P FI1 ˆ FJ1 is mapped into a point of On, namely pPC , PDq P FI2 ˆ FJ2 . Since
both Om and On are G-orbits and the projection in question is G-equivariant, we conclude
that Om is mapped onto On, in a surjective way, thus proving (a). Now part (b) is obvious
because of the transitivity of the projections q in (5.2) for any three subsets I1 Ă I2 Ă I3.
E. Maps of orbits and maps of flag varieties.
Proposition 5.7. (a1) If m ě1 n, then Verpmq Ă Verpnq, and we have a commutative
diagram
Om
pm,n //
r2
m

On
r2
n

FVerpmq qVerpmq,Verpnq
// FVerpnq
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(a2) If, moreover, m ě1 n is anodyne, then Verpmq “ Verpnq.
(b1) If m ě2 n, then Horpmq Ă Horpnq, and we have a commutative diagram
Om
pm,n //
r1
m

On
r1
n

FHorpmq qHorpmq,Horpnq
// FHorpnq
(b2) If, moreover, m ě2 n is anodyne, then Horpmq “ Horpnq.
Proof: It suffices to prove (a1-2), the other two statements being similar. Suppose m ě1 n.
Then we can represent m “ W pA,Cq, n “ W pB,Cq with A,B,C P C such that A ě B.
Now, the Tits product ˝ is monotone in the second argument, see [33] Prop. 2.7(a). Therefore
A ě B implies C ˝ A ě C ˝ B, which means Verpmq Ă Verpmq. The commutative diagram
the follows directly from the definitions of the maps, thus proving (a1).
To prove (a2), introduce the following notation. For any two flats M,N Ă hR of H let
M_N be the minimal flat ofH containing them both. Suppose now thatm ě1 n is anodyne.
This means that we can represent m “ W pA,Cq, n “ W pB,Cq with A,B,C P C such that
A ě B and the product cells iA ` C, iB ` C Ă hC lie in the same stratum of S
p0q
H
, i.e., in
the generic part of the complexification LC of the same real flat of H. This last condition
means that
LinRpAq _ LinRpCq “ L “ LinRpBq _ LinRpCq.
As before, we have C ˝ A ě C ˝ B. Recall now that LinRpC ˝ Aq “ LinRpCq _ LinRpAq,
see [33] Prop. 2.7(b), and similarly for C ˝ B. This means that C ˝ A and C ˝ B have the
same linear envelope and thus C ˝ A “ C ˝ B. This implies that Verpmq “ Verpnq, proving
(a2).
F. Maps of orbits and correspondences between flag varieties. For future use,
we record a companion result to Proposition 5.7, dealing with the other type of projections.
Namely, if m ě1 n, then, in general, Horpmq Ć Horpnq, so FHorpmq and FHorpnq are not
connected by a map. However, they are connected by a currespondence, as the following
proposition shows.
Proposition 5.8. (a) If m ě1 n, then the image under pm,n of any fiber of r1m, is a union
of fibers of r1
n
. Therefore we have a commutative diagram with a Cartesian square
Om
pm,n //
s
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
r1
m

On
r1
n

FHorpmq Zρ1
oo
ρ2
// FHorpnq,
where
Z “
 
px1, x2q P FHorpmq ˆ FHorpnq
ˇˇ
pr1
m
q´1px1q Ą pr
1
n
q´1px2q
(
,
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ρ1 and ρ2 are the projections to the first and second factor, and
spoq “ pr1
m
poq, r1
n
ppm,npoqq, o P Om.
Further, Z is a single G-orbit. More precisely, if m “W pA,Cq, n “W pB,Cq with A,B,C P
C and A ě B, then Z “ Ox, where x “W pA ˝ C,B ˝ Cq.
(b) Likewise, if m ě2 n, then the image under pm,n of any fiber of r2m is a union of fibers
of r1
n
, and we have a commutative diagram similar to (a).
Proof: We prove (a), since (b) is similar. Consider first the following general situation. Let
K1 Ą H1 Ă H2 Ă K2 be subgroups of G, so we have a diagram of projections of homogeneous
spaces
(5.9) G{H1
r1

p // G{H2
r2

G{K1 G{K2.
The condition that ppr´11 px1qq, for any coset x1 P G{K1, is a union of fibers r
´1
2 px2q, is, by
homogeneity, equivalent to the condition that it is such a union for single x1, e.g., for x1 being
the coset K1. In this case ppr
´1
1 px1qq Ă G{H2 is the set of left cosets by H2 contained in the
right H2-invariant subset K1H2 Ă G. The condition that it is a union of some r
´1
2 px2q is then
that the set K1H2 is a union of cosets by K2, i.e., it is invariant under right multiplication
with K2. This can be expressed as K1H2 “ K1K2.
We now apply this to our situation as follows.?As m ě1 n, we can represent m “
W pA,Cq, n “ W pB,Cq for A,B,C P C with A ě B. Let PA, PB, PC be the corresponding
semi-standard parabolics, with unipotent radicals UA, UB, UC . Since A ě B, we have PA Ă
PB, and the unipotent radicals are included in the opposite direction: UB Ă UA. Our original
situation is then a particular case of (5.9) corresponding to
K1 “ pPA X PCqUA “ UApPA X PCq,
H1 “ PA X PC , H2 “ PB X PC ,
K2 “ pPB X PCqUB “ UBpPB X PCq.
So K1H2 “ UApPB X PCq, while
K1K2 “
`
UApPAXPCq
˘`
pPBXPCqUB
˘
“ UApPBXPCqUB “ UAUBpPBXPCq “ UApPBXPCq,
which is the same. This shows the existence of the diagram, in particular, of the correspon-
dence Z.
Further, the morphism s : Om Ñ Z is surjective, since pm,n and r
1
n
are surjective.
Therefore Z is a singleG-orbit. To show that it is exactly the orbitOx as claimed, it suffices to
find the image of the point pPA, PCq. Now, pm,n takes PA to PB, so spPA, PCq “ pPA˝C , PB˝Cq,
whence the statement.
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G. Example: Associated parabolics and intertwiner correspondences. For fu-
ture reference we recall some elementary instances of the above constructions.
Two faces C,D P C will be called associated, if LinRpCq “ LinRpDq. Denote this latter
space L and put m “ dimpLq “ dimpCq “ dimpDq. We further call two associated faces C
and D adjacent, if they are separated by an pm´ 1q-dimensional face Π, that is C ą Π ă D.
For adjacent C and D we put
(5.10) ∆pC,Dq “ tα P ∆ : α|C ą 0, α|D ă 0u, δpC,Dq “ |∆pC,Dq|.
A gallery joining two associated faces C,D is a sequence of m-dimensional faces pC0 “
C,C1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Cl “ Dq all lying in L such that for each i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , l, the faces Ci´1 and Ci are
adjacent: Ci´1 ą Πi ă Ci, dimpΠiq “ m´1. The number l is called the length of the gallery.
A minimal gallery is a gallery of minimal possible length. The length of a minimal gallery
is called the face distance between associated faces.
Two semi-standard parabolics PC , PD, C,D P C, are called associated, resp. adjacent, if
C and D are associated, resp. adjacent.
Assume that C,D are associated. Note that in this case C ˝D “ C and D ˝C “ D. Let
IpCq, IpDq Ă ∆sim be the types of PC , PD. Putting m “ W pC,Dq P ΞpIpCq, IpDqq, we find
that Horpmq “ IpCq and Verpmq “ IpDq.
Let us denote for simplicity FC “ FIpCq (the space of parabolics conjugate to PC) and
similarly FD “ FIpDq. Note that dimpFCq “ dimpFDq, since PC and PD have the same Levi.
Denote OC,D “ Om Ă FC ˆFD the orbit corresponding to m. Proposition 5.5 shows that in
the diagram
(5.11) FC
p1
C,D
ÐÝ OC,D
p2
C,D
ÝÑ FD
the fibers of both projections are affine spaces (of the same dimension). This diagram is the
classical intertwiner correspondence used to define principal series intertwiners (and, more
generally, intertwiners between parabolically induced representations).
Proposition 5.12. Let C,D be associated faces. Then:
(a) The dimension of the fibers of p1C,D and p
2
C,D is equal to δpC,Dq.
(b) If pC0 “ C,C1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Cl “ Dq is a minimal gallery joining C and D, then the corre-
spondence OC,D is the fiber product of the correspondences
FCi´1
p1Ci´1,Ci
ÐÝ OCi´1,Ci
p2Ci´1,Ci
ÝÑ FCi , i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , l.
In particular, δpC,Dq “
řl
i“1 δpCi´1, Ciq.
(c) Consider chambers (faces of maximal dimension) rC, rD of H such that rC ě C andrD ě D. Then, the minimal face distance between such rC and rD is δpC,Dq. If rC, rD are
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chambers with this face distance, then in the following diagram of projections the squares are
Cartesian:
F rC

O rC, rD
p1rC,ĂDoo

p2rC,ĂD // F rD

FC OC,D
p1
C,Doo
p2
C,D // FD.
Proof: This is classical material. Let us only comment on part (c). Note that F rC “ F rD is
the full flag space G{B, so the orbit O rC, rD corresponds to some element w of the Weyl group
W . The condition that, say, the left square in the diagram is Cartesian is equivalent to the
property that the fibers of p1rC, rD project isomorphically to the fibers of p1C,D. Given that these
fibers are affine spaces and given the surjectivity of the projections, such a property reduces
to the equality of the dimensions of these affine spaces, i.e., to the equality lpwq “ δpC,Dq.
Here lpwq is the length of w, i.e., the face distance between rC and rD.
6 Bruhat orbits as a motivic Bruhat cosheaf
The diagram pOm, pm,nq can be seen as a cellular cosheaf on pW zhC,S
p2qq with values in the
category of algebraic varieties over K. This diagram will be the source of several examples
of mixed Bruhat sheaves, obtained by applying various natural constructions (such as, e.g.,
passing to the spaces of functions). In this section we highlight the geometric properties of
pOm, pm,nq which will imply the axioms of a mixed Bruhat sheaf for such constructions.
A. An analog of (MBS3).
Proposition 6.1. If m ě n is an anodyne inequality, then the fibers of pm,n are affine
spaces.
Proof: Any anodyne inequality ě factors into a composition of an anodyne ě1 and an
anodyne ě2. So it suffices to prove the statement under additional assumption that m ě1 n
or m ě2 n. Suppose m ě1 n is anodyne. Then in the square of Proposition 5.7(a) the
lower horizontal arrow is the identity, and the fibers of the vertical arrows are affine spaces
by Proposition 5.5(c). This means that taking a point o P Om, the Levi quotients of the
G-stabilizers of o and pm,npoq will be the same, so the fibers of pm,n are affine spaces as well.
The case when m ě2 n is anodyne is similar.
Remark 6.2.Proposition 6.1 implies that after passing to the category DM of Voevodsky
motives (where A1-homotopy equivalences become isomorphisms, see [5]), we get an DM-
valued cosheaf on W zh that is Sp0q-constructible.
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B. Fiber products of orbits. An analog of (MBS2). Letm1 ě1 n1 ď2 n be elements
of Ξ, so we have the projections
On1
p
n
1,n

Om1 p
m
1,n
// On.
The following property is the geometric analog of the condition (MBS2) for mixed Bruhat
sheaves. It is also analogous to Proposition 1.7.
Proposition 6.3. For any m1 ě1 n1 ď2 n we have the following decomposition into the
union of orbits:
Om1 ˆOn On1 »
ğ
mPSuppm1,nq
Om.
Proof: The assumption m1 ě1 n1 ď1,n implies that there are I1 Ă I2 and J1 Ă J2 such that
m1 P ΞpI1, J2q, n
1 P ΞpI2, J1q, n P ΞpI2, J2q.
Any m P Suppm1,nq must then lie in ΞpI1, J1q. Note that
Om1 ˆOn On1 “ Om1 ˆFI2ˆFJ2 On1.
Note further that the square
FI1 ˆ FJ1

// FI2 ˆ FJ1

FI1 ˆ FJ2 // FI2 ˆ FJ2
is Cartesian, being the external Cartesian product of two arrows 
FI1
qI1,I2ÝÑ FI2
(
ˆ
 
FJ1
qJ1,J2ÝÑ FJ2
(
.
Therefore Om1 ˆOn On1 is contained in FI1 ˆ FJ1 and is the union of those orbits Om that
project to Om1 and On1, i.e., of the Om with m P Suppm
1,nq as claimed.
7 Functions on Fq-points.
A. Appearance as a bicube. In this section we present the simplest example of a
mixed Bruhat sheaf encoding the algebra behind parabolic induction and restriction. Like
other examples, it appears most immediately (and is well known) in the form of a bicube,
see §2C.
We specialize the situation of §5 to the case when K “ Fq is a finite field. This field has
to be distinguished from the “coefficient” field k as in §2A. In this section we assume that k
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is algebraically closed of characteristic 0. For a variety X{Fq we denote FunpXq the k-vector
space of functions XpFqq Ñ k. If f : X Ñ Y is a morphism of varieties over Fq, we denote
f˚ : FunpY q Ñ FunpXq, f˚ : FunpXq Ñ FunpY q the inverse image (pullback) and the direct
image (sum over the fibers) of functions on Fq-points.
For I Ă ∆sim we have the flag space FI “ G{PI . For I Ă J Ă ∆sim we have the projection
qIJ : FI Ñ FJ , cf. (5.2). We define a ∆sim-bicube Q by
QI “ FunpFIq, vIJ “ pqIJq˚ : FunpFIq Ñ FunpFJq, uIJ “ q
˚
IJ : FunpFJq Ñ FunpFIq.
Thus QI “ Ind
GpFqq
PIpFqq
k is the simplest parabolicaly induced representation. We now proceed
to upgrade this bicube to a mixed Bruhat sheaf.
B. Definition of the diagram Eq. For m P Ξ we have the orbit Om and define the
k-vector space rEpmq “ FunpOmq. If m ě1 n, we define
B1
m,n “ ppm,nq˚ : rEpmq “ FunpOmq ÝÑ FunpOnq “ rEpnq.
If m ě2 n, we define
B2
m,n “ p
˚
m,n :
rEpnq “ FunpOnq ÝÑ FunpOmq “ rEpmq.
Proposition 7.1. The diagram rE “ p rEpmq, B1
m,n, B
2
m,nq satisfies the conditions (MBS1-2)
of Definition 2.1.
Proof: (MBS1), i.e., the transitivity of the B1 and the B2, follows from the transitivity of the
pm,n and from the compatibility with the direct and inverse images with composition. The
condition (MBS2) follows directly from Proposition 6.3. More precisely, that proposition
implies that for any m1 ě1 n1 ď2 n we have a Cartesian square of finite setsŮ
m PSuppm1,nq
OmpFqq

// On1pFqq
p
n
1,n

Om1pFqq p
m
1,n
// OnpFqq.
So B2
n1,nB
1
m1,n1 “ p
˚
n1,nppm1,nq˚ is equal, by the base change formula, to the result of first
pulling back to the disjoint union of the OmpFqq and then pushing forward to On1pFqq, which
is precisely the right hand side of (MBS2).
However, the diagram rE does not satify (MBS3). So for each m we define the subspace
Eqpmq “ pr
1
m
q˚ FunpFHorpmqq Ă rEpmq, r1m : Om ÝÑ FHorpmq,
to consist of functions pulled back from FHorpmq.
Theorem 7.2. (a) The maps B1 and B2 of rE preserve the subspaces Eqpmq.
(b) The diagram Eq “ pEqpmq, B1m,n, B
2
m,nq is a mixed Bruhat sheaf, i.e., it satisfies all
three conditions (MBS1-3).
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C. Proof of Theorem 7.2. We start with part (a). Look first at the map B2
m,n “ p
˚
m,n,
m ě2 n. In this case we have a commutative square of Proposition 5.7(b1) so p˚
m,n takes
functions pulled back by r1
n
to functions pulled back by r1
m
.
Look now at the map B1
m,n “ ppm,nq˚, m ě
1 n. We then have the diagram of Proposition
5.8(a). Using the base change for the Cartesian square in that diagram we get, for any
f P FunpFHorpmqq:
ppm,nq˚ pr
1
m
q˚ f “ ppm,nq˚ s
˚ ρ˚1 f “ pr
1
n
q˚ pρ2q˚ pρ
˚
1q f,
so B1
m,n “ ppm,nq˚ takes pulled back functions to pulled back functions, i.e., Eqpmq to Eqpnq.
This finishes the proof of part (a).
Further, the conditions (MBS1-2) for E follow from the validity of these conditions forrE. Let us prove (MBS3).
Let m ě2 n be anodyne. Then, by Proposition 5.7(b2), Horpmq “ Horpnq, so the square
in part (b1) of that proposition becomes a triangle. This shows that B2
m,n “ ppm,nq
˚ takes
Eqpnq “ pr
1
n
q˚FunpFHorpnqq to Eqpmq “ pr
1
m
q˚FunpFHorpmqq isomorphically.
Let now m ě1 n be anodyne. Proposition 5.8(a) shows that the map B1
m,n : Eqpmq Ñ
Eqpnq is isomorphic to the map ρ2˚ ρ
˚
1 : FunpFHorpmqq Ñ FunpFHorpnqq. Now, if m “ W pA,Cq
and n “ W pB,Cq with A ě B, then the condition that m ě1 n is anodyne means that,
similarly to the proof of Proposition 5.7, we have
LinRpA ˝ Cq “ LinRpAq _ LinRpCq “ LinRpBq _ LinRpCq “ LinRpB ˝ Cq.
In other words, A ˝C and B ˝C are associated faces, see §5G. The last claim in Proposition
5.8(a) implies then that Z is a particular case of the intertwiner correspondence (5.11) for
two associated parabolics. So the isomorphicity of B1
m,n in this case is a particular case of
the following classical fact.
Proposition 7.3. Let PC , PD be two associated semi-standard parabolics. Then the inter-
twiner
pp2C,Dq˚ pp
1
C,Dq
˚ : FunpFCq ÝÑ FunpFDq
is an isomorphism.
Proof: For convenience of the reader we recall the argument by reduction to the simplest
case. First, the Cartesian squares in the diagram in part (c) of Proposition 5.12, show that
the intertwiner for rC, rD takes functions pulled back from FC to functions pulled back from
FD, so it is enough to prove the isomorphicity of such a Borel intertwiner. Next, in this case
O rC, rD correspons to some element w P W , and by 5.12(b) it is enough to consider the case
when w “ sα is a simple reflection. In this case we have the P
1-fibration qα : G{B Ñ G{Pα
and the corresponding orbit consists of px, yq P pG{Bq ˆG{Bq such that qαpxq “ qαpyq but
x ‰ y. The isomorphicity of the intertwiner in this case reduces to the case of a single fiber
of qα, i.e., to the case of the correspondence
P
1 ÐÝ pP1 ˆ P1qzdiag. ÝÑ P1,
in which case the isomorphicity is obvious.
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D. The case of “F1-points”. Let us indicate an even simpler example corresponding to
the formal limit q “ 1 when, instead of groups of Fq-points, we consider the Weyl groups.
For m P ΞpI, Jq put E1pmq “ Funpmq, where we consider m as a subset (orbit) in
pW {WJqˆ pW {WJq. If m ě n, we have a W -equivariant surjection pim,n : mÑ n, see (1.5).
If m ě1 n, we define
B1
m,n “ ppim,nq˚ : E1pmq “ Funpmq ÝÑ Funpnq “ E1pnq.
If m ě2 n, we define
B2
m,n “ pi
˚
m,n : E1pnq “ Funpnq ÝÑ Funpmq “ E1pmq.
Proposition 7.4. The diagram E1 “ pE1pmq, B1, B2q is a mixed Bruhat sheaf of type g.
Proof: (MBS1) follows from the transitivity of the pim,n. The condition (MBS2) follows from
base change and Proposition 1.7. Finally, (MBS3) follows from Proposition 1.10.
The mixed Bruhat sheaf E1 consists of W -modules, so it gives a perverse sheaf F1 P
PervpW zhq with W -action. In particular, for any irreducible W -module V we have the
mixed Bruhat sheaf and perverse sheaf formed by the vector spaces of multiplicities of V :
(7.5) EV1 “ pE1 bk V q
W “
`
EV1 pmq “ pE1pmq bk V q
W
˘
, FV1 “ pF1 bk V q
W .
If we choose a representative pC,Dq P m Ă C ˆ C, then we have the “parabolic” subgroup
WC,D Ă W , the stabilizer of the pair pC,Dq. It is conjugate to the “standard” parabolic
subgroups WHorpmq as well as WVerpmq. The choice of pC,Dq allows us to identify
(7.6) EV1 pmq » V
WC,D
Thus we can say that the mixed Bruhat sheaf EV1 is formed by the spaces of invariants in V
with respect to all the parabolic subgroups in W .
To identify F1 and F
V
1 , consider the diagram of projections and open embeddings
(7.7) hreg
rj

preg //W zhreg
j

h p
//W zh.
For anyW -module V we denote by LV the corresponding local system onW zh
reg. As before,
let r “ dimC h.
Proposition 7.8. (a) The perverse sheaf F1 is identified with p˚khrrs, with the W -action
being the natural W -action on the direct image twisted by the sign character. In particular,
F1 reduces to a single sheaf in degree p´rq.
(b) For any irreducible W -module V we have an identification
FV1 » R
0j˚pLVbsgnrrsq “ j!˚pLVbsgnrrsq.
In particular, FV1 reduces to a single sheaf in degree p´rq.
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Here j!˚ is the perverse extension of a local system, i.e., the image of the natural map
j! Ñ j˚ in the abelian category PervpW zhq. In our case it coincides with R
0j˚.
Proof: (a) Since khrrs is perverse, p˚khrrs is perverse and lies in PervpW zhq. Let E
1 be the
mixed Bruhat sheaf associated to it. We identify E 1 “ E1 b sgn. By definition, the E
1pmq
are found as the stalks of the terms of the Cousin complex of p˚khrrs, i.e., of the sheaves
jI˚j
!
Ip˚khr|I|´ rs, where jI : X
Im
I ãÑW zh is the embedding of the imaginary stratum. These
sheaves can be found “upstairs" in h, as we are dealing with a direct image from h. The
preimage p´1pX ImI q is the union of the tube cells hR ` iC
jC
ãÑ h over all faces C P C in the
W -orbit of KI . For any such, tube cell, j
!
Ckh is found by the local Poincaré duality. It
is the constant sheaf in degree codimRpCq with stalk being orpCq, the 1-dimensional (co)-
orientation k-vector space of C. To descend back toW zh, let m P ΞpI, Jq, which we think of
as a subset (orbit) in CˆC. Then by the above, E 1pmq, which is the stalk of jI˚j
!
Ip˚khr|I|´rs
at the cell Um, is found as
E 1pmq »
à
pC,DqPm
orpCq “ Funpmq b sgn “ E1pmq b sgn.
The remaining details are left to the reader.
(b) Obviously,
kh “ R
0rj˚ rj˚ kh “ rj!˚ rj˚ kh.
This implies that
p˚kh “ R
0j˚j
˚p˚kh “ j!˚p˚kh,
and so the same relation will hold after we take the space of multiplicities of any irreducible
W -module V . Now, from (a) it follows that j˚F1 is the local system corresponding to the
regular representation of W but with the “external” W -action twisted by sign. Therefore
j˚FV1 » LVbsgn, whence the statement.
E. The perverse sheaf Fq. The Hecke algebra picture. Let us use the notation
F “ G{B for the full flag space of G and Gq Ą Bq for the finite groups GpFqq Ą BpFqq.
Return to the mixed Bruhat sheaf Eq from §B. Let Fq P PervpW zhq be the corresponding
perverse sheaf. As Eq and Fq consist of Gq-modules, for any Gq-module V we have the mixed
Bruhat sheaf EVq and the perverse sheaf F
V
q formed by the multiplicities of V , as in (7.5). As
in (7.6), we can say that EVq “consists of” spaces of invariants in V under various parabolic
subgroups in Gq. These subgroups are, however, not necessarily the standard ones PIpFqq
so certain conjugations are involved.
Call a Gq-module V special, if it appears in FunpF q “ Ind
Gq
Bq
k. It is clear that EVq and F
V
q
are nonzero only if V is special. Let Hq “ HpGq, Bqq Ă krGqs be the Hecke algebra formed
by Bq-bi-invariant functions on Gq. Let S be the set of irreducible special representations of
Gq. As in the case of any finite group and subgroup, it is classical that S in bijection with
the set of irreducible Hq-modules. More precisely, we the decomposition
(7.9) FunpF q “
à
V PS
V bRV ,
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where RV is the irreducible Hq-module corresponding to V . It is also classical [29] that Hq
can be given by the generators σα, α P ∆sim subject to the braid relations and the quadratic
relations
pσα ` 1qpσα ´ qq “ 0.
In particular, we have a morphism of algebras
krBrgs ÝÑ Hq,
and so any Hq-module R gives a local system LR on W zh
reg.
Proposition 7.10. Let V P S be an irreducible special representation of Gq. The perverse
sheaf FV is isomorphic to j!˚pLRpV q b Lsgnrrsq, with j as in (7.7).
Proof: Consider first the local system of Gq-modules LEq on W zh
reg associated to the mixed
Bruhat sheaf Eq by Proposition 2.2. Its stalk at the cell UW pC`,0q is FunpF q, because the
Bruhat orbit associated to W pC`, 0q is F . Further, the action of the braid group generators
σα on that stalk of LEq are found as the standard intertwiners q
˚
αqα˚ ´ 1, see the proof
of Proposition 7.3. These operators give precisely the action of Hq on FunpF q giving the
decomposition (7.9). This means that
LEq »
à
V PS
V b LRpV q
as a local system of Gq-modules. By Theorem 2.6(b) this means that
j˚Fq »
à
V PS
V b LRpV q b Lsgnrrs.
as a local system of Gq-modules. Therefore for V P S,
j˚FVq » LRpV q b Lsgnrrs,
a (shifted) irreducible local system. Therefore j!˚pLRpV q b Lsgnrrsq, an irreducible perverse
sheaf, is contained in FVq . It remains to show that F
V
q is an irreducible perverse sheaf. For
this it is enough to show that EVq is an irreducible mixed Bruhat sheaf, which we do now.
Each nonzero element of any EVq pmq can be brought, by a chain of isomorphisms (anodyne
pB1q˘1, pB2q˘1) which are part of the structure, to a (nonzero) element of EVq pnq, where n is
of the form W pKI , 0q. So E
V
q pnq “ Q
V
I is the V -multiplicity space of the Ith component of
the bicube Q from §A. So it is enough to show that the bicube QV of V -multiplicities of Q
is irreducible in the category of bicubes.
Now, QH “ FunpF q, and for each I Ă ∆sim the structure map vH,I : QH Ñ QI (direct
image of functions) is surjective, while uH,I : QI Ñ QH (inverse image of functions) is
injective. These properties will still be true for the cube QV , since taking invariants under a
finite group is an exact functor. So if we have a nonzero element f in some QVI , then uH,Ipfq
is a nonzero vector in QVH “ RV , an irreducible Hq-module. As mentioned earlier in the
proof, the action of the generators of Hq is expressed as q
˚
αqα˚´1, i.e., in terms of the bicube
structure. Therefore the minimal sub-bicube in QV containing f , contains the entire QVH,
and since vH,I : Q
V
H Ñ Q
V
I is surjective, it contains each Q
V
I , so it coincides with Q
V .
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Remarks 7.11. (a) The components of the bicube QV can be defined directly in terms of
the Hq-module RV as “invariants” with respect to the Hecke algebra of the standard Levi
GI . This suggests that the full E
V
q can also be defined purely in Hecke algebra terms. Since
Hecke algebras make sense for more general Coxeter groups, our construction may generalize
to such cases as well.
(b) Let us extend the correspondences V ÞÑ RV , E
V
q ,F
V
q to arbitrary Gq-modules V by
additivity with respect to direct sums. Then (it is a general property of Hecke algebras)
RV » V
Bq , the space of Bq-invariants. In particular, RFunpF q “ Hq as a module over itself.
Therefore E
Hq
q pmq consists of functions on OmpFqq pulled from Bq-invariant functions on
FHorpmqpFqq, cf [28] §9. This space has the same dimension as E1pmq “ Funpmq, and so
F
Hq
q “ pFqq
Bq has the same numerical invariants as F1 (“q-deformation”). Note also that
E
Hq
q pmq can be seen as a decategorified version of the parabolic category O, cf. Remark
8.1(a) below.
Remark 7.12.We can go “downstairs”, i.e., decategorify one more time and consider the
dimensions of the spaces FunpOmq. For an algebraic subgroup H Ă G defined over Z consider
the number nG{Hpqq “ |pG{HqpFqq|. Considered as a function of q, nG{Hpqq is a polynomial.
Let Om
„
“ G{H be a Bruhat orbit. The dimension of FunpOmq is equal to nOmpqq “
nG{Hpqq. There are two possibilities:
(a) H is a parabolic, in this case we call Om compact (the space OmpCq is compact).
(b) H is proper intersection of two parabolics, i.e., H “ P X P 1 and H ‰ P,H ‰ P 1. In
this case we call Om noncompact.
If H is parabolic, say H “ PI , then the polynomial nG{Hpqq P Zrqs is prime to pq ´ 1q and
q, since
nG{Hp1q “ CardpW {WIq, nG{Hp0q “ 1,
the second equality following from the Bruhat decomposition.
Notice that we have a q-analogue of Proposition 1.10 (iii): namely, m ě n is anodyne iff
there exists i P Zě0 such that
nOmpqq “ q
inOnpqq.
This is true since the fibers of the projection Om Ñ On are affine spaces.
Define a polynomial rnOmpqq by
nOmpqq “ q
i rnOmpqq, prnOmpqq, qq “ 1.
Applying Proposition 5.5, we see that:
• For any m P Ξ the polynomial nOmpqq is not divisible by q ´ 1.
• Om is compact iff nOmpqq is not divisible by q.
• rnOmpqq “ nFHorpmqpqq “ nFVerpmqpqq.
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8 Further directions and applications
Our approach can be pursued further in several directions. In this final section we sketch
several such possibilities, leaving the details for future work. For simplicity we assume that
k is algebraically closed of characteristic 0.
A. Example: braided Hopf algebras. Let g “ gln. In this case:
∆ is a root system of type An´1, so elements of ∆sim “ tα1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αn´1u correspond to the
“intervals” between consecutive integers t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu. Subsets I Ă ∆sim correspond to ordered
partitions of n, i.e., vectors α “ pα1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αpq of positive integers summing up to n. The
space FI “ Fα consists of flags (filtrations) of L “ K
n
V‚ “ pV1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Vp “ Lq, dim gr
V
i L “ αi.
Let Ξ “ Ξn be the 2-sided Coxeter complex for gln. If I, J correspond to ordered
partitions α, β as above, then ΞnpI, Jq is identified with the set of contingency matrices with
margins α and β, i.e., integer matrices M “ }mij}
j“1,¨¨¨ ,q
i“1,¨¨¨ ,p , mij ě 0 with row sums being βj
and column sums being αi, see [41] §6 and [35].
The relation M ě1 N , resp. M ě2 N , means that N is obtained from M by summing
some groups of adjacent columns, resp. rows.
The orbit OM Ă FαˆFβ consists of pairs of filtrations pV‚, V
1
‚q such that dim gr
V
i gr
V 1
j L “
mij , cf.?[3]. Note that gr
V
i gr
V 1
j L » gr
V 1
j gr
V
i L (Zassenhaus lemma).
Our methods, specialized to the case g “ gln, lead to a very simple proof and a clear
understanding of the main result of [34] (developing a part of [25]) on braided Hopf algebras.
More precisely:
Note that Theorem 2.6 can be formulated and proved for perverse sheaves with values in
any abelian category V. The concept of a “sheaf” can be understood as a sub-analytic sheaf,
similarly for complexes, see [34]. The Verdier dual of a constructible sub-analytic complex
is understood as taking values in the opposite category Vop.
Let pV,b, R, 1q is a braided monoidal abelian category with bi-exact b and A “
À8
i“0Ai,
A0 “ 1, be a graded bialgebra in V, see [34], §2.4. For each n we associate to it a mixed
Bruhat sheaf E “ En on Ξn by
EnpMq “
â
i,j
Amij .
Here the tensor product is understood in the “2-dimensional” sense, using the interpretation
of braided monoidal structures as having N -fold tensor operations labelled by arrangements
of N distinct points in the Euclidean plane R2. We read the matrix structure ofM to position
each factor Amij at the point p´i, jq P Z
2 of a rectangulat grid in R2. After this, each map
B1M,N is given by the multiplication in A, while B
2
M,N is given by the comultiplication.
The spaceW zh for gln is Sym
npCq, the symmetric product of C. Denoting Fn the perverse
sheaf on SymnpCq corresponding to En by Theorem 2.6, we get a system pFnqně0 of perverse
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sheaves that is manifestly factorizable ([34], Def. 3.2.5), and the main result of [34] (Theorem
3.3.1) follows easily.
Note that the bicube associated to En consists of “1-dimensional” (linearly ordered) tensor
products
Aα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Aαp, α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αp “ n,
with the u-maps given by multiplication (bar-construction) and the v-maps given by the
comultiplication (cobar-construction).
Passing from a bicube to a mixed Bruhat sheaf in this and other examples can be seen
as “unfolding” of a naive 1-dimensional structure to a more fundamental 2-dimensional one.
B. Eisenstein series and constant terms. An example of a braided Hopf algebra is
given by HpAq, the Hall algebra of a hereditary abelian category A with appropriate finite-
ness conditions [27]. One can apply this approach to A “ CohpXq, the category of coherent
sheaves on a smooth projective curve X{Fq, see [31, 37]. Considering functions supported
on vector bundles, we get a?graded, braided Hopf algebra HBun “
À
ně0H
Bun
n where H
Bun
n
consists of unramified automorphic forms for the group GLn over the function field FqpXq.
The multiplication is given by forming (pseudo) Eisenstein series and comultiplication by
taking the constant term of an automorphic form. Because CohpXq does not fully satisfy
the finiteness conditions (an object may have infinitely many subobjects, but only finitely
many subobjects of any given degree), the comultiplication in HBun must be understood
using generating functions or rational functions of a spectral parameter, see [37]. With this
taken into account (i.e., after extending the field of scalars to allow the dependence on the
extra parameter), HBun gives, for each n, a mixed Bruhat sheaf on Ξn and so a perverse
sheaf on SymnpCq, as explained in §A.
If now G is a general split reductive group over Z with Lie algebra g, we still have the
classical theory of unramified automorphic forms and Eisenstein series for G over FqpXq, see
[40]. It usually appears in the form of a bicube Q, where
QI “ FunpBunGI pXqq, I Ă ∆sim
is the space of automorphic forms for the standard Levi GI , i.e., of functions on the set of
isomorphic classes of principal GI-bundles on X. For I Ă J the map vIJ : QI Ñ QJ is given
by taking the (pseudo) Eisenstein series and uIJ : QJ Ñ QJ is given by taking the constant
term of an automorphic form.
For general G, this theory does not have a Hopf algebra interpretation. However, one
can extend the above bicube Q to a mixed Bruhat sheaf E and so obtain a perverse sheaf on
W zh. For this, given m P ΞpI, Jq, one should consider the moduli space BunG,mpXq formed
by principal G-bundles together with a PI-structure and a PJ -structure (i.e., sections of the
associated bundles with fibers G{PI and G{PJ), everywhere in relative position m. The
corresponding Epmq is then found inside the space of functions on BunG,mpXq.
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C. Categorical upgrade: mixed Bruhat schobers. The concept of a mixed Bruhat
sheaf is very convenient for a categorical upgrade, i.e., replacing vector spaces with k-linear
dg-enhanced triangulated categories (simply “triangulated categories” below). The possibility
of such upgrade of the theory of perverse sheaves was raised in [32], where such hypothetical
objects were called perverse schobers, see also [11, 18].
Recall [1] that a diagram of triangulated categories
C
f //
D
g
oo
consisting of a (dg-) functor f and its right adjoint g “ f˚ is called a spherical adjunction
(and f is called a spherical functor), if the cones of the unit and counit of the adjunction
TC “ Cone
 
e : IdC ÝÑ gf
(
r´1s, TD “ Cone
 
η : fg ÝÑ IdD
(
are equivalences (i.e., quasi-equivalences of dg-categories). As noticed in [32], such a dia-
gram can be seen as a categorical upgrade of a perverse sheaf F P PervpC, 0q in its pΦ,Ψq-
description, see Example 2.7.
Now, PervpC, 0q “ PervpW zhq for g “ sl2, so Theorem 2.6 suggests a generalization of
the concept of a spherical functor to arbitrary g. Let us call such structures mixed Bruhat
schobers and sketch the main features of the definition.
So a mixed Bruhat Schober E should consist of triangulated categories Epmq, m P Ξ and
dg-functors
d1
m,n “ d
1
m,n,E : Epmq ÝÑ Epnq, m ě
1 n,
d2
m,n “ d
2
m,n,E : Epnq ÝÑ Epmq, m ě
2 n,
satisfying the following analogs of (MBS1-3). First, so that the d1, as well as the d2 must
be transitive (up to coherent homotopies). Second, (MBS2) is upgraded into the data of
a “filtration” on the functor d2
n,n1d
1
m1,n1, m
1 ě1 n1 ď2 n with “quotients” being the functors
d1
m,n,d
2
m,m1 for m running in the poset pSuppm
1,nq, Ĳ q. Such a filtration can be understood
either as a Postnikov system (see [33] §1A) or as a Waldhausen diagram (see [19] §5 or [20]
§7.3), adapted for the case of a partially ordered indexing set. The analog of the condition
(MBS3) is that d1
m,n for any anodyne m ě
1 n and d2
m,n for any anodyne m ě
2 n must be an
equivalence (i.e., a quasi-equivalence of dg-categories). Further, we should impose natural
adjointness conditions meaning that d1
m,n is identified with the right adjoint of d
2
mτ ,nτ after
composing with appropriate “homotopies" connecting m with mτ and n with nτ (note that
the cells Um and Umτ always lie in the same stratum of S
p0q, and so m and mτ can be
connected by a chain of anodyne ď1,ď2 or their inverses).
Precise details will be given in a subsequent paper. Let us list two natural sources of
such structures.
D. Constructible sheaves on Bruhat orbits. We can upgrade the constructions of §7
by replacing the space of functions on Fq-points of a variety with the category of constructible
complexes.
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We consider the simplest setting when K “ C. For an algebraic variety X{C let DpXq “
DbconstrpXq be the derived category of bounded complexes with cohomology sheaves con-
structible with respect to some C-algebraic stratification, see Appendix A.
We have a ∆sim-bicube Q of triangulated categories similar to that §7A. It consists of
the categories DpFIq and functors
pqIJq˚ “ pqIJq! : DpFIq ÝÑ DpFJq, pqIJq
˚ : DpFJq Ñ DpFJq, I Ă J.
Note that for g “ sl2 the bicube reduces to the diagram
DpCP1q
pi˚ //
Dpptq
pi˚
oo , pi : CP1 Ñ pt,
which is a proto-typical example of a spherical adjunction, CP1 being the sphere S2, see [32]
Ex. 1.10. To extend the bicube Q, we proceed similarly to §7.
Given m P Ξ, we consider first the categoty DpOmq. For m ě
1 n we define d1
m,n :
DpOmq Ñ DpOmq to be the functor ppm,nq!, the (derived) direct image with proper supports.
For m ě2 n we define d2
m,n : DpOnq Ñ DpOmq to be the functor ppm,nq
˚. We define the
category Epmq to be the essential image of the pullback functor pr1
m
q˚ : DpFHorpmqq Ñ
DpOmq. As in §7, we see that d
1, d2 preserve the Epmq, so we have a diagram of triangulated
categories
E “ pEpmq, d1, d2q
upgrading the mixed Bruhat sheaf Eq of Theorem 7.2.
Remarks 8.1. (a) We can also consider the diagram EB formed by B-equivariant objects
in the Epmq. Then EBpmq is identified with the category of B-equivariant constructible
complexes of FHorpmq, so the diagram consists of various (graded derived versions of) parabolic
categories O.
(b) Instead of DpOmq, we can use other types of “categories of sheaves” on Om which
possess an appropriate formalism of pullbacks and pushforwards. For example, we can use
the category of mixed motives over Om, see [15].
(c) We can also take the “quasi-classical” approach, i.e., consider, instead of constructible
complexes (i.e., complexes of holonomic regular D-modules) on the Om, complexes of coher-
ent sheaves on T ˚pOmq, thus establishing a connection with the braid group actions on the
coherent derived categories of such cotangent bundles via flops [9, 14, 39].
E. Parabolic induction and restriction. We consider the simplest case of finite Cheval-
ley groups. That is, take K “ Fq. For any I Ă ∆sim let CI be the derived category of finite-
dimensional k-linear representations of the finite group GIpFqq. If I Ă J , then GI Ă GJ and
we have the classical parabolic induction and restriction functors
IndI,J : CI ÝÑ CJ , M ÞÑ Ind
GJpFqq
pPIXGJ qpFqq
M,
ResI,J : CJ ÝÑ CI , N ÞÑ N
pUIXGJ qpFqq,
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These two functors are both left and right adjoint to each other. Further, the Ind and Res-
functors are transitive, so we have a bicube C of triangulated categories. The passing to the
derived categories, seemingly unnecessary for this simple case (all the functors are exact at
the level of abelian categorie) makes the following example more salient.
Example 8.2.Let g “ sl2. Then the bicube has the form
CH “ D
bReppF˚q q
Ind //
DbReppSL2pFqqq “ Ct1u,
Res
oo
where Ind is the functor of forming the principal series representation and Res is the functor
of invariants with respect to the standard unipotent subgroup. It follows from elementary
theory of representations of SL2pFqq, see, e.g., [24], that this is in fact a spherical adjunction.
To extend the bicube C to more general Bruhat orbits, we associate to each m P Ξ, the
derived category of GpFqq-equivariant vector bundles V on the discrete set OmpFqq such that
for any element x P OmpFqq, the unipotent radical of the stabilizer of x acts in the fiber
Vx trivially. Such category is equivalent to the derived category of representations of the
standard Levi GHorpmqpFqq.
A Stratifications and constructible sheaves
A 1. Stratifications. We fix some terminology to be used in the rest of the paper. By a
space we mean a real analytic space. For a space X we can speak about subanalytic subsets
in X, see, e.g., [38] §8.2 and references therein. Subanalytic subsets form a Boolean algebra.
Definition A.1.Let X be a space.
(a) A partition of X is a finite family S “ pXaqaPA of subanalytic subsets in X such that
we have a disjoint decomposition X “
Ů
aPAXa. of X as a disjoint union of subanalytic sets.
The sets Xa are called the strata of the partition S.
(b) A locally closed decomposition (l.c.d.) of X is a partition S “ pXaqaPA such that each
Xa is locally closed and the closure of each Xa is a union of strata. In this case the set A
becomes partially ordered by a ď b if Xa Ă Xb.
(c) A stratification of X is an l.c.d. such that each Xa is an analytic submanifold and
the Whitney conditions are satisfied. A stratified space is a real analytic space with a strat-
ification.
Further a cell decomposition of X is a stratification S such that each stratum is homeo-
morphic to an open d-ball Bd for some d. A cell decomposition is called regular, if for each
cell (stratum) Xa there exists a homeomorphism B
d Ñ Xa which extends to an embedding
of the closed ball B
d
Ñ X whose image is a union of cells. We will say that pX,Sq is a
regular cellular space.
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A cell decomposition of X if called quasi-regular, if X, as a stratified space, can be
represented as Y zZ where Y is a regular cellular space and Z Ă Y is a closed cellular
subspace.
Given two partitions S and T of X, we say that S refines T and write S ă T , if each
stratum of T is a union of strata of S.
Given two partitions S “ pXaq and T “ pYbq of X, their maximal common refinement
S ^ T is the partition into subsets defined as connected components of the Xa X Yb. If S, T
are l.c.d.’s or stratifications, then so is S ^ T ă S, T .
We also have the maximal common coarsening S _ T . This is a partition consisting of
equivalence classes of the equivalence relation ” on X defined as follows. We first form
the relation R defined by: xRy if x and y lie in the same stratum Xa of S or in the same
stratum Yb of T and then define ” as the equivalence closure of R. Thus the strata of
S _ T are certain unions of the Xa X Yb. If S, T both have the property of being l.c.d.’s or
stratifications, S _ T may not have such property. For example, the strata of S _ T may
not be locally closed even if the strata of S and T are.
We will be particularly interested in the cases when S, T and S_T are all stratifications.
A 2. Constructible sheaves. Let k be a field and pX,Sq be a stratified space. As
usual, a sheaf G of k-vector space on X is called S-constructible, if the restriction of G on
each stratum is locally constant of finite rank. For V P Vectk we denote V X the constant
sheaf on X with stalk V .
We denote ShpX,Sq the category of S-constructible sheaves. A complex F of sheaves is
called (cohomologically) S-constructible, if each cohomology sheaf HqpFq is S-constructible.
We denote DbSShpXq the derived category of S-constructible complexes with only finitely
many nonzero cohomology sheaves. It carries the Verdier duality D, see [38]. The following
is clear.
Proposition A.2. (a) Let S, T be two stratifications of X such that S ă T . Then each
T -constructible sheaf is S-constructible.
(b) Let S, T ,U be three stratifications of X such that U “ S _ T . Suppose a sheaf G is
both S-constructible and T -constructible. Then G is U-constructible.
Let S “ pXaqaPA be a quasi-regular cell decomposition of X, so pA,ďq is naturally a poset
(inclusion of closures of cells). Recall, see, e.g., [33] §1D, that an S-constructible (cellular)
sheaf G on X is uniquely determined by the data of its stalks Ga “ ΓpXa,Gq at the cells and
generalization maps γa,b : Ga Ñ Gb, a ď b, which satisfy the transitivity conditions
(A.3) γa,a “ Id, γa,c “ γb,c ˝ γa,b, a ď b ď c.
A datum R “ pGa, γabq formed by finite-dimensional vector spaces Ga and linear maps
γab satisfying (A.3), will be called a representation of A. It is simply a covariant functor
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from pA,ďq (considered as a category) to Vectk. Representations of A form an abelian
category ReppAq; we denote DbReppAq the corresponding bounded derived category. Given
R “ pGa, γabq P ReppAq, one defines directly the cellular sheaf shpRq with stalks Ga and
generalization maps γab, thus giving a functor sh : ReppAq Ñ ShpX,Sq. The above discussion
can be formulated more precisely as follows, see, e.g., [33] Prop. 1.8:
Proposition A.4. Let S “ pXaqaPA be a quasi-regular cell decomposition of X. Then:
(a) The functor sh : ReppAq Ñ ShpX,Sq is an equivalence of abelian categories.
(b) The termwise extension of sh to complexes defines an equivalence of triangulated
categories Dsh : DbpReppAq Ñ DbSShpXq.
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